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Motherboard
In order to set up a computer properly, you need to know a number of basic concepts.

First you get an overview of the motherboard components
After that more explanation will be given per part.
1 This is where the processor should be located.
The Central Processor Unit, or CPU for short.
2 Memory locks (memory)
This is where the internal memory is placed.
3 An IDE cable connection for a floppy disk
A modern motherboard with a connection that wouldn't be used anymore.
4a This is the wide connection of the power supply. (24 pins)
4b Auxiliary power supply for the processor.
This is a block of 8 but can also be 4 or 6
5 The cable connections for components with a sata connection such as hard disks and DVD
players/burners.
6 This is an aluminium cooling block. Underneath it is the Northbridge chip.
7 These are locks in which a video card can be placed with an IDE-Express connection.
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The first "video card" was a color card with 16 colors.
In those days the computer was a kind of Tipp-ex machine.

With this machine you could easily enter and correct text.
You had a black background and 1 color letter.
White, green or brown/orange.
That the first color card had 16 colors was because the Windows logo consisted of 16 colors.
Later the images came and 256 color card because for example, a soccer field with shadows, consists of
several shades of green.
Then came the video film with moving images and the colour card was followed by the video card because
of the speed of changing the film images.
That speed was indicated in bits.
We started with 4 bits, but then it became 8, 16, 24, 32 bits and finally 64 bits.
For normal office work and You Tube, 32 bits is sufficient.
Gamers with heavy games want the high speed with 64 bits.
That's why video cards became more and more advanced, and you can get them from 25 euros to 800 euros
and more.

You shouldn't use a laptop for that.
A game computer has a hexacore processor (6 cores) a power supply of 850-1.000 watts with 16 gb internal
memory or more.
A disadvantage of this model of this kind of video cards, is that an 8-pin connector is still required. This
makes it less suitable for upgrading older systems, where the power supply may not be equipped with this
connector.
A 32 bit system is for normal office use and can handle up to 4 gb of internal memory.
More makes no sense.
A 64 bit system can theoretically handle 192 gb internal memory and is intended for heavy processes, such
as Photoshop and video editing. That only works well with at least 8-16 gb internal memory.
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8 USB connectors.
There are computers that have USB connectors on the front.
That block is then connected to the motherboard with a cable.
9 This is where the BIOS battery is placed
10 PCI connections
11 Sound outputs
12 Internet cable input (Ethernet port)
13 USB 3.0 connections (blue)
14 VGA and DVI
15 HDMI connections
16 PS2 connectionfor keyboard (purple) and mouse (green)
17 Cooler aluminium for the southbridge
18 Clip spring for the processor
19 USB 2.0 connections
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1
That's where the processor should be.
The Central Processor Unit, or CPU for short.
Processors come with different speeds and with 1 or more levels.
Speed is expressed in megahertz (66-1.000 mhz) and gigahertz.
1.000 mhz is 1 ghz
3.4 ghz is then 3,400 mhz
Below you can see the different generations from Pentium 1 up to and including Pentium 4.
This is given with Roman numerals.
At P IV they stopped counting.
So you can have a P IV of 1,600 mhz (1.6 ghz) to 3.4 ghz.
Single core
Processor

Memory

Designation

Mhz

Memory

Mhz

PI

100-133

SD-ram

100-133

P II

200-700
200 DDR 1
500 DDR 1
700 DDR 1

266 PC 2100
333 PC 2700
400 PC 3200

P III

800-1400

DDR 1

400 PC 3200

P IV

1600-3300
1600 DDR 1
2200 DDR 2
2500 DDR 2

400 PC3200
444 PC 4200
555 PC 5300

That generation is still with 1 level (1 core)
Then came processors with multiple levels.
Like the dual core (2 levels)
Dual core
Processor
Mhz
P IV

Memory
Memory

2000
2500
2800
3000

DDR 2
DDR 2
DDR 2
DDR 2

Designation

Mhz
555
667
667
800

PC2 5300
PC2 5300
PC2 5300
PC2 6400
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Then the Quadro-core with 4 levels up to the Octo-core (8 levels)
Processor

P IV
2 x Dual
4 x Quadro
6 x Hexa
8 x Octo

Memory

Mhz

Memory

800-3.400

DDR 2 & 3

Designation

Mhz

1333 PC8500
1600

There's been a similar ascending line with the memory.
Nr. 2 on the motherboard. Memory locks Insert for the internal memory
Internal memory.
The oldest is SD ram and recognizable by the 2 slots.
The speed is generally 100 or 133 mhz.

DDR1
Has a speed of 233, 266, 333 and 400 mhz

DDR2
Has a speed of 400, 555, 667 and 800 mhz

DDR3
Has a speed of 1066, 1333, 1600 and 1866 mhz

Meanwhile there is also DDR-4
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DDR-1
PC 2100 = 266 mhz
PC 2700 = 333 mhz
PC 3200 = 400 mhz
DDR2
PC 2100 = 266 mhz
PC 2700 = 333 mhz
PC 3200 = 400 mhz
PC 4200 = 555 mhz
PC 5300 = 667 mhz
PC 6400 = 800 mhz
DDR-3PC
8500 = 1066 mhzPC
10600 = 1333 mhz
PC 12800 = 1600 mhz
PC 14900 = 1866 mhz

Laptop SO dimm

You have x8 and x16 memory and they refer to the density of the ram module.
Less dense ram will be out a bit faster, but with today's interface the difference in speed is hardly
measurable.
This can only be proven with detailed tests for that bandwidth. Please note
that x 8 and x 16 can't be used next to each other and the motherboards only accept x8 or x16. In addition
you also have 1r x 8 and 2r x8 plus 1r x 16 and 2r x 16.
But you'll see soon enough.
If the screen don't startup, then you have to use x8 or x 16 and you also have to try different speeds. 1r and
2r can also make a difference
Just like desktop memory, laptop modules also have their slots in different places.
PC 2700 does not fit in PC 5300 and vice versa.
Memory doesn't fit or doesn't fit.
If it doesn't fit, you've got the wrong memory module.
You can also try to find out what kind of motherboard you have, especially the bus speed of the
motherboard.
For example, if you have a bus speed of 800 mhz then your memory should be 1 bit less. 667 mhz.
If, for example, you have 4 locks, but 2 memories of 667 mhz and 2 of 555 mhz, then it might work.
Only clocks 2 of 667mhz back to 555mhz
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3 An IDE cable connection for a Floppy Disk
A modern motherboard with a connection that wouldn't be used anymore(?).

But sometimes still.
Note the wide IDE cable.
4a
This is the wide connection of the electrical power supply to the motherboard.
4b An extra power supply for the processor.
On the motherboard you see a block of 8 but that can also be 4 or 6.

The 24 pin main connector on the motherboard ( can also be 20 pins)
The 12 volt connector (4 pins) is the extra power supply for the motherboard.
The standard 4 pin (Molex power connection) is for an old model harddisk (IDE) or DVD player/burner.
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Nowadays it's all Sata and Molex is no longer used.
You can use the Molex power supply for an extra Sata connection.

5 The cable connections for sata-connected parts such as hard disks and DVD players/burners.

Sata is the successor of IDE/ATA/PATA
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Old motherboard with 2 IDE cable connections. The primary and the secondary cable.
On the left side of the harddisk you see the IDE cable connection and on the right side the Molex power
connection.
You have IDE cables that are completely open and cables where the connectors have a closed opening in the
middle.
See what's on the motherboard.

When you have a connection where you miss 1 pin, then it is logical that you use the same cable where 1
connection is closed.

If you don't have such a cable you can use a cable with all connections open.
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But don't be surprised if it doesn't work properly.
You have to connect the longest piece of cable to the motherboard with 2 connections.
If you have a somewhat narrower cable with a twisted or cut part, then the end of that cable with that twisted
part belongs on the floppy disk.

IDE cables, jumpers, master and slave.
On the motherboard you have 2 connections for IDE cables.
Each IDE cable can have 2 devices, 1 or 2 harddisks on one cable.
A CD rom, and a burner or a DVD or a combination of those devices on the other cable.
On an IDE device, a harddisk or cd-rom, is a jumper.

That jumper determines the order of importance and what the PC will try to boot first.
It's a plastic-covered metal plate that connects 2 pins to each other.
We know master, slave and cable select
The master, the most important, is the first, the slave the second.
Cable select is used when you have 2 short cables with a connection for only 1 device
This option is rarely used.
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Jumpers on a CD DVD or burner

The jumper's on slave in the middle here.
Left is cable select and right is master.
Usually referred to as cs-s-m
: ::
That jumper's on a hard drive, too.
If you have 1 IDE cable with 2 connections then you put the harddisk on master, because it has to be found
first and then the cd-rom on slave.
That cable with the master must also be on the 1st, primary connection on the motherboard.
The 2nd connection is the secondary.
This is usually indicated on the motherboard as well.

If you have 2 cables with 1 device each, then it's called cable select and you put the jumper of the harddisk
on cs on the primary cable and the cd-rom also on cs on the second cable.
Actually you better never use that cable select.
Because if somebody later adds a burner or a DVD, it always goes wrong because they forget that they have
to move the jumper from the harddisk to master.
You put with 2 cables, both the harddisk and the cd-rom on master.
The CD rom as slave on the 2nd cable is also allowed.
If you put a DVD and a CD or burner on 1 cable you have to put 1 device on master and the other one on
slave.
It's very simple, because 2 masters, 2 captains on 1 ship is also not possible.
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Now, don't be surprised if things go completely wrong for some reason.
It can happen that you are actually obliged to use cs with 2 cables because the configuration of that PC is set
that way.
Although you are expected to think logically, sometimes you have to forget that.
So a totally illogical order of the jumpers can also occur.
Just set your mind to zero and try it out.
Illogical position of a jumper on Western Digital hard drive.
Looks neat and tidy on it. CS-S-M and then it doesn't work.
Despite all logic, that thing only works as a master if you put the jumper next to that Master.
If you have an explanation for it, you can raise your finger.

So don't think about it anymore, just try it out.
The slave function works correctly on slave.
Don't forget the sound cable on the DVD player.
This is necessary to play a real audio CD, one with 10-14 songs.
If you have a pci soundcard, then the cable goes from the cd-rom there and if you have
sound on (mother)board then you have to plug it somewhere on the motherboard.
You have 2 kinds of plugs or a cable with a combination of both as here.
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6 That is an aluminium cooling block. Underneath it is the Northbridge. A chip.

The Northbridge processes the data from the processor, memory and video card.
The annoying thing is that of everything you can find and connect to the motherboard, you can find the
specifications of speed and power on the internet, but you will not find anything of the capabilities of the
Northbridge.
If you think you can upgrade a PC with faster memory or a heavier video card, this can lead to
disappointment, because the Northbridge can't process it fast enough.
That's what the i-core processor came for. (i-3, i-5, i7, i-9).
This is where the Northbridge is integrated.
The Southbridge (17) takes care of the slower work, USB, floppy, DVD, etc.
It is not always cooled with an aluminium cooling block.
Then you see a black chip on the motherboard.
7 These are locks in which a video card can be placed with an IDE-Express connection.

On the right side under you see a hook
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On the motherboard you see a movable clamp that holds the video card in place to prevent it from hanging
out of the lock because of its weight.

8 USB connectors.
You have computers that have USB connectors on the front.
The block with that USB is then connected to the motherboard with a cable.
9 This is where the BIOS battery is placed
The BIOS.
The Basic Input Output System.
The bios is the startup system of the PC itself.
The BIOS gives an overview of everything that is on the motherboard or attached to it.
In that system you can specify whether or not the system is allowed to recognize
a floppy drive or cd-rom or USB, the bootorder, what it should look for first, the harddisk or a bootable CD
and more.
If you don't want someone with a USB stick to steel company secrets, you can disable that USB.
The settings of the bios are remembered by a battery.
It can last up to 10 years.
If you set up a PC, measure the battery with a battery tester. (voltmeter)
Below 3 volts you need to replace that battery.
At Blokker shop 6 batteries for € 1.99.

However, when the battery is removed, all BIOS settings will go back to default (default option).
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If you have been instructed by the management to turn off USB and the like, you can use a padlock through
the eye at the back to prevent the computer from opening and the bios from being reset.
To get to the bios you have to press the Del key or F1 or F2 when the PC boots up and with a Compaq or HP
it is usually F10.
If it doesn't work, look on the internet for bios for that brand and type nr.
Sometimes a bios is password protected.
Look for clear bios on the motherboard, a magnifying glass is recommended. Sometimes you see a metal
rebellion with a button that you can press as below, that red button.

Nothing to find?
With those older types you can remove the power, remove the battery and try again after 5 minutes.
Short-circuiting the + and - poles of the battery holder with tweezers or forceps can also help.
If that doesn't work either, you can try to lift a jumper if you can find one.

In the picture it is yellow but can also be red, blue, green or black and it doesn't always have to be near the
battery, but sometimes it is somewhere else on the motherboard.
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It is also possible that you have a block with 8-10 mini switches.
The so called dip-switches.
On the picture above you see, that you have to press nr. 6 with tweezers or the like to get that password out.
Then you start the pc with the dip-switch and it will tell you to put it back or it won't do anything at all.
Then you take the power off and then you put the switch back and restart it.
The functions of these switches can be different for each motherboard.
So if possible, look for the manual of that type of motherboard on the internet.
When the bios opens on your screen, you'll get to the main section and there you can set the time and date
and turn off the floppy if that PC doesn't have one and you can also turn all kinds of other things on and off.
Allow disable or enable. Sometimes a bios also has a virus detection system (virus guard) and you have to
disable it because that pc sees Windows as a virus.
There are many different bios and they all have their own peculiarities.
There really isn't a course for this, you'll have to try a lot...
You can also search for the default option, then the bios restores itself to the original factory options.
Then you can walk through that bios and if necessary usb on enable and in the boot option the cd or USB
first and then your harddisk.
If installing Windows 10 is not always possible on older machines, you will have to get a custom bios from
the vendor.
This can usually be done by going to the manufacturer of the PC or the motherboard on the internet and by
specifying the type you can download the latest adjusted bios.
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Upgrading a bios is only done when absolutely necessary.
If you can set up the pc in such a way that everything works, then you leave it that way.
Is it necessary or do you just want to know more, read the following.
The bios upgrade (flashing) can occur in 2 types.
One in Windows is the easiest, if Windows works.
That is clicking and installing.
The DOS method is just as tricky, especially if you don't know anything about this predecessor of Windows.
If you download a bios from a certain type of computer, it may be that it is a program that you need to install
with DOS. That was done with a floppy disk in the past.
Hence that floppy IDE connection to that motherboard.
If you don't have a floppy drive on that pc, you will first have to hang it on there with the required flat cable.
But there are also floppy disks with a USB connection.

Then you have to perform that BIOS procedure for a floppy.
Or you can just put the files of those bios on a floppy.
More convenient is to use Rufus to create a bootable FREE DOS USB stick.
When it's ready, add the DOS bios file to that row of files.
Insert the USB flash drive into the PC, boot it and go to the BIOS Make sure it is in the BIOS that USB is
first in the boot order.
If it is not recognized, only the USB keyboard and mouse may be recognized.
USB keyboard & mouse only
Then you need to search that BIOS and set that USB option to all.
After booting with that stick you have a black screen with an A:\
Type behind that A: \ dir
Now you see what's on that flop.
Find that BIOS file with the name .bat or .exe.
Type in that filename. You don't need to type the .bat or .exe.
If it is indeed the right bios, then you can follow the instructions.
Make sure that the power doesn't go off at that moment.
If the power goes off when you're upgrading a bios, then the motherboard is clinically dead.
In the worst case, you'll never get that working again.
Laptops often shield that themselves. If the battery isn't sufficiently charged, you can't upgrade the BIOS.
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10 PCI connectors
That are simple cards such as additional USB or other connectors. A GB network card is also possible.

11 Sound outputsNo further explanation required.
12 Access internet cable
You have 10/100 MB and 1,000 MB (gigabyte) connections.
If you have a 40 mb internet subscription, it doesn't matter what you have.
The gigabyte port is important if you are going to exchange files over the internal network.
With a gigabyte router, gigabyte network ports/cards and good cables cat-5/cat-6 you can achieve internal
speeds of 4 gb per minute.
13 USB 3.0 connections.
3.0 is the successor of 2.0 and can be recognized by the blue color.
We used to have 1.0 but that was with the first generation of computers.
2.0, black or white, is also fairly common, but 3.0 has a higher transfer rate.
14 Screen connections
VGA and DVI. There are also all kinds of adaptations for

Left DVI and right VGA
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Left HDMI and right DVI

Left HDMI and right VGA
15HDMI
connectionVGA
and DVI only transmit the video signal.
Then you have the sound ports before the sound.
HDMI combines video and sound.
This allows you to play a movie from your computer on a modern TV.
This is also possible with video and audio cables. (Which are usually too short.)

HDMI is more convenient with 1 cable
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And a docking station with 2 screens as an extension for a laptop is also possible.

More about Helen.
16 PS2 connector for (older) keyboards (purple) and mice (green)
The example motherboard has only 1 connector. You will need to use a keyboard or mouse with usb.

17Cooling aluminium for the southbridge
Sometimes you see only a black chip without cooling cube
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18 Clip spring for the processor
On top of the pocessor a cooling block (heatsink) with fan is mounted.

Applying cooling paste
If you would put the processor and the cooling block under a microscope you would see that it is not really
flat.
The surfaces do not close 100% to each other and that is necessary for the heat transfer to the heat sink.
Thermal paste is actually a misnomer.
It is a filling paste to fill the pores so that the tangent plane becomes larger.

*Thermal paste is very toxic, you have too wash your hands after using it.
19 USB 2.0 connections

Formatting Harddisks
We keep it simple and keep the NTFS layout. (basic disk)
That's the least of the problems.
The disk then has a Master Boot Record (MBR) and we divide the disk into 2 partitions.
C and D. Windows can only handle driveletters.
The logical question would be. Why not A and B?
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A was actually for the big flops (5.25 inches) and B for the smaller ones (3.5 inches)
That's why the harddisk starts with a C.
A standard format like NTFS with MBR is seen as legacy in the Bios
USB flash drive
A usb stick generally has a fat-32 format.
This can also be read by a MAC.
This means that the USB is divided into boxes of 4 gb.
A file larger than 4 gb you can't get on it.
With NTFS you are not limited to 4 gb.
If you do not use MAC, you can also format the USB stick as NTFS.
GPT or dynamicNTFS
NTFS is limited to a maximum of 4 partitions.
A Guide Partition Table (GPT) or a Dynamic Disk can handle multiple partitions.

You can use Disk Manager to go to the left of that disk and then right click on convert to Dynamic disk.
Then you can make more than 4 partitions.
GPT is a secure disk and you cannot just format it or provide it with a new operating system (OS).
This is in combination with a UEFI (EFI) secure bios.
As a technician, you shouldn't want that.
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You have very advanced gaming motherboards of which the leds only respond to a UEFI Bios.
For normal work you keep it simple with NTFS
If you have such a UEFI Bios, then you open it, and make some changes.
UEFI or secure boot must set to disable.
Then you still have to look if you can find a button that you can put on Legacy.
And enable TPM if that button is there.
You can then install Windows 10.
What is UEFI?
BIOS and UEFI are often used interchangeably. BIOS is the best known term, so let's start with that. The
abbreviation stands for Basic Input/Output System. The BIOS is responsible for starting up your system.
When you press the power button on your computer, the BIOS wakes up and starts the Power-On Self Test
or POST.
Only when the BIOS has determined that the necessary hardware is present to really call your computer a
computer, it is time to think about starting up an operating process. After the POST searches for the
firmware on the connected storage media containing an operating system. The BIOS looks for a Master Boot
Record (MBR). This is a special sector in a partitioned part of your boot disk. The MBR contains
information about the file system of the hard drive or SSD it is on. Thanks to the necessary lines of code, the
bootloader is activated. It then starts booting your operating system.

In essence, the process is the same today as it was twenty years ago, with the difference that that firmware is
no longer a BIOS and you won't find old-fashioned BIOS in new computers anymore. The successor of the
standard is called Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI
UEFI can handle almost infinitely large startup disks, runs from a flash chip, has significantly more memory
and supports mouse and keyboard. Essentially, UEFI is a kind of mini operating system that boots for your
real operating system. It's also more for advanced motherboards.
Especially with products aimed at gamers, you'll find this functionality. Normal computers have a
simpler UEFI environment, more reminiscent of the traditional BIOS.
More than in the past it is a challenge to get into the UEFI/BIOS. In the past, you always had the time to
press a hotkey to get to the firmware menu, but today UEFI is racing past that option to get Windows up and
running as fast as possible. Self-built computers and a handful of other systems will show you a screen with
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the manufacturer's logo along with the button that takes you to the BIOS. The most commonly used keys are
F10, F1, F2, DEL and ESC. With new laptops you often have to hold down a shortcut key while turning on
the PC. If you don't touch it, go to the manual of the computer or search the internet for the way to get into
the UEFI/BIOS.
There are a lot of interesting features in the UEFI/BIOS. You can initially adjust the boat sequence there.
This is useful if you want to push another disk (or USB stick) forward as storage medium. In order to
quickly boot up an alternative operating system, it can also be useful to tinker with the UEFI Secure Boot
settings. Secure Boot searches for a digital signature in an operating system's bootloader to prevent malware
such as rootkits from taking control of your PC before Windows has even started. This is safe, but also
annoying when, for example, you want to run a Linux distribution.
Anyone using VirtualBox or other virtualisation software will also have to dive into the UEFI to activate the
cpu's virtualisation capabilities. The problem when adjusting those advanced settings, is the naming. Every
manufacturer builds its own UEFI/BIOS and the appearance is anything but standardised. Menu structures
differ and even the names of specific functions are not the same with every piece of hardware. For example,
the virtualization function is called Virtualization Technology, unless they are VTx, Virtualization
Extensions, a combination of those, or even the old code name Vanderpool.
Finally, the UEFI/BIOS is where you can overclock your CPU, although you don't necessarily have to dive
into the firmware these days. Both Intel and AMD have Windows tools with which you can achieve almost
the same result. Overclocking a laptop CPU should not be done, because then you will get more heat and it
is questionable if it can get out, or if the thermal protection shuts down the machine.
The UEFI/BIOS can help identify hardware problems. In case of a serious problem, the firmware will not
successfully complete the POST. An error message coming directly from your motherboard will then
explain what is wrong. Beep sounds are the most common way to display error messages. A sequence of
beeps corresponds to an (error) code. For example, one beep can mean that everything is fine and the POST
has been successfully completed, while two beeps shortly after each other indicate that there is a problem
with the graphics card. Listening to your BIOS is essential to discover exactly what goes wrong when a PC
does not start up properly. Again, there is no universal standard: manufacturers decide for themselves how to
indicate error codes.
With gaming motherboards, you will often find a LED screen on the hardware. This displays hexadecimal
codes that again correspond with what the UEFI is doing, and what might be wrong. As with audio codes,
these error codes are also linked to specific manufacturers and motherboards.
Harddisks
You have IDE disks with those wide cables and they make 5,400 Rotations per minute (RPM)
They only have a buffer size (cache) of 2,000 kb (2mb)
Sata disks are also available with 5,400 rotations and they have a buffer size of 4-8 mb.
The most common ones are those of 7,200 rpm with a buffer size of 8-16mb.
Commonly we use Solid State Disks (SSD).
An SSD has no rotating parts, but is a chip that works 5 times faster than a normal harddisk.
However, such a chip can overheat and you lose everything.
Therefore that you learn to make a copy (image) of the C and set it to D.
On D comes your data. Documents, pictures, etc.
And that you will synchronize with an external disk (no ssd).
If the SSD fails, you can set up a new SSD with the data on that external disk and you won't lose anything.
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The hard disk is split into a C and a D partition.
On C is the operating system (OS) with the installed programs and the folder with documents (data) is
moved to the D.

You can continue to work like you are used to, but all data is then automatically written to that D. The C is
now just the machine room.
After that C has been fully set up, a copy has been made. It's called an image.
That program to make that image is called Macrium Reflect

That image from C is also on that D.
If the settings are changed, and printer and/or mail installed, etc., it is advisable to create a new image. See
the separate manual for that
If the computer crahst or is hit by a virus, that image can be reset to C. And since all the files are already on
that D anyway, you won't lose anything. Restoring that image also restores the original MBR.
Then the latest updates can be downloaded and a new image can be created for the next time.
All files of D including that image can be copied to a folder on an external harddisk. With Sync-toy, these
files can then be synchronized, which is many times faster than having to backup or copy everything over
and over again.
See the separate manuals for Sinctoy and Macrium reflect.
Format disc larger than 2 terrabyte (2,000 gb).
This may cause some problems.
On you tube you can find some solutions if that would indeed cause problems.
Windows 10 and what went before
Windows 7 was released on July 22, 2009 and the consumer version was released on October 22, 2009.
Officially the support ended on Jan 14, 2020.
If you wanted to reinstall Windows 7 or 8, you had the basic DVD of 2009, which also meant that you had
to get all those updates after the installation.
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That took a lot of time...
With every installation you also needed that license key to activate W7 or 8 (8.1).
During that activation that code was linked to an id of the motherboard.
From those 2 together, a so called hash value was created.

With Windows 10 there is now an improved working method.
The ISO (dvd) that can be downloaded is constantly updated by M$.

With the media-creation-tool you can create a bootable USB stick from the latest version.
The USB stick must be at least 8 gb.

You download that tool and follow the instructions.
Automatically detects the version of the computer you are working on.
You can uncheck and then choose 32-64 bits or both. Home or Pro and any language you want.
Choose 32 bits and English
When that USB stick is ready, you can install W10 on a computer.
In the boot menu (bios) the USB stick should be placed first.
The bios (basic in and output system) is the boot program of the computer itself.
To get there, press F1, F2, DEL or F10, after turning on the computer.
It's usually F2 and with HP it's F10.
Often that setup key is indicated on the start screen.
Then at boot, (boot order) you have to set that USB first.
How can I activate a clean install of Windows 10 after a (free) upgrade?
Contrary to M$'s reporting that free upgrading of Windows 7 or 8 could take place until Dec. 31, 2017 at the
latest, that still seems to work.
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To the extent that you have to install the Home version for W7 Home as well as Pro.
You can't activate a Pro with a Home license
If you still have a Windows 7 or 8.1 Home version then you should also choose Home with that media
creation tool. You will then need those activation codes
Learn how to retrieve those activation codes from your win7 or 8.1 installation
Info and procedure after adjustment of M$.
If you have used a free upgrade of Windows 10, then you could only (re)activate a clean install with your
old Win7 or Win8 license code.
If you didn't have that code then you had to continue with the current free custom W10 or buy a W10 code
for a clean install.
In the mean time this has been changed and after installing W10 (if internet works) it would be checked in
the Dbase of M$ and you would still get a digital right. Provided of course you had a legal version (with the
same motherboard).
You wouldn't need that code anymore to activate a clean install.
That check can take a while and varies from 5 minutes to 3 hours.
If you don't want to wait that long and you still have the original license code from W7 or 8, you can enter it
directly to activate it.
PC settings - Update and security - Activation - Change product code.
How does it work?
If you install a W7 or W8 system, you need to activate it with a license code.
During that process, a so-called hash value is created with the id from the motherboard and that license
code, will beregistered in the system of M$.
If you logged in during that free period with your legal installation, a so-called ISO was downloaded.
That is a complete DVD of the W10 Operating System (OS)
Only then the whole world got a DVD with the same (not activated) license code.
Only after the installation contact was made with the server of M$ and it was checked if a legal W7 or W8
was registered and if that was OK, Windows 10 was activated with a digital right.

However, if you bought a W10 license key and installed and activated Windows 10, you have a directly
registered W10 hash value.
With that license code you can reinstall W10 every time and you don't really need that code anymore,
because as soon as there is an internet connection, the PC at M$ will automatically look for his jacket with
that hash value, and put it back on immediately. That can take 5 minutes but also 3 or more hours.
But you can also enter the W10 code directly again. And that continues to work.
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That wasn't the case with that free install at first, because you had a W7 or W8 hash value that was
considered a legal W10 at the time.
After a clean install on such a machine, you could have the PC automatically search for that W10 hash
value, but it simply wasn't there.
That was an unholy exercise.
Then you needed the hash value of the previous W7 or W8 installation, and if you didn't have that license
code, you could forget about it. That's changed for the better now.
Microsoft
It would have been nice in that earlier period of M$ to draw your attention to a program like Magic Jelly
Bean for the free upgrade of W10, which would have looked up the W7 or W8 code for you (if you can't
find that sticker on the PC) and also the one of your installed Office package.
Because with that code you can also reactivate after a clean istall Office. Keep in mind that Office only
allows a maximum number of activations. Contacting M$ by phone for reactivation is also an option.
You don't have to do a clean install.
You can also choose to update this PC while keeping all programs.
You must then have at least 20 gb of free space on the C.
Keep in mind that Windows (live) mail will not work in Windows 10. (see installing mail)
Not pointing out the existing lost codes of W7 and W8 will cause some trouble that could have been easily
prevented.
The most logical thing is that after the free rollout is stopped, the W7 and W8 hash values will be converted
to W10 hash values.
Still save Office!
With a free upgrade, before you do a clean install, you can still fish out that code from Office with Magic
Jelly Bean, because it's still in there.
Clean install
If you have the code(s), you can do a clean install, but you need to know if it was Home-Premium,
Professional or Ultimate.
And you need to know if you have a 32 or 64 bit version.
You can switch from 32 to 64 bits and vice versa, because that shouldn't matter for the code.
For Home you can also use the media creation tool to download and burn the ISO for Windows 10 Home.
And for Professional and Ultimate you can download W10 Pro.
You can only use the version that used to be there.
You can't install a Pro if you used to have Home Premium. If you have a new activation code for Windows
10 Pro, you can switch from Home-Premium to Pro. And install it with all current settings and programs.
Instead of a DVD you can also create a bootable USB stick.
Because it was already indicated that the whole world could download the same ISO for free, the same code
was added that was the same for everyone.
Those codes are still usable.
You can first install W10 clean with such a code and when that is done, you can re-activate it with your old
license code from W7 or W8 by choosing Change Product Code when activated and entering your old
code. The universal install codes are:
Windows 10 Home - YTMG3-N6DKC-DKB77-7M9GH-8HVX7
Windows 10 Pro - VK7JG-NPHTM-C97JM-9MPGT-3V66T
Then you can install Windows 10 but it hasn't been activated yet.
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Windows 10 history (and the blunders)
Windows 10 was rolled out in June 2015
The first version was 1503
(20)15 is the year and 03 the month.
Because of the many bugs (non- or side effects), an upgrade was quickly released the 1511.
You have updates and upgrades.
Upgrade is a total system refresh.
After the 1511 came the anniversary upgrade 1607 and then the 1703, 1709 and 1803 etc.
With every upgrade, all your changes are reset to the default option.
F8 safe mode is gone again and very annoying, system recovery is disabled by default.
Since Bill Gates is gone, it seems that M$ is populated by idiots and dangerous lunatics.
With the O & O shutup tool you can try to stop an upgrade.
For example, there was a Spanish architect who was upgraded from 1607 to the 1703 and then her Autocad
drawing program no longer worked.
To install an upgrade, a copy of the existing version will be made.
A Windows Old file.
You have 30 days to go back to the old version, then that Old file disappears.
So let's do it first.
Now she also had Windows Home and the difference with Professional is that there is no domain controller
in it and you can't do anything with the group policy.
A company server works with a domain. And that's not necessary for a private individual.
In addition, M$, and many others, thinks that if it is business, it may cost gold.
Pro is also more expensive.
After turning back 1703 to the 1607 Home had to be upgraded to Pro.
In the group policy an upgrade could be postponed by 180 days in 1607 and a year in the latest versions.
In this way the 1607 was lifted over the 1703 and Autocad would hopefully continue to work with the 1709.

She hasn't been back, so it must have gone well.
Install Windows 10.

With Windows 10, the installation procedure has been improved.
Windows 7 is from June 2009.
If you install that now, you'll get 10 years of updates after that.
That would take hours.
Although with WSUS it can be done a bit faster. But that later.
There is no DVD of Windows 10 or you have to make it yourself.
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Microsoft has the ISO of W10 on the server, which you can download from there.
That ISO is always updated with the latest updates.
To download that file you need the Media-creation-tool.
That is a piece of software that connects to the server.
Type in Google: mediacreationtool and then you get where you need to be.
Download the HELP program.
Then you can download an ISO to burn a DVD or create a bootable USB stick to install W10 on a PC or
laptop.
You can also upgrade your existing old version to a newer version.
Choose the Windows 10 Professional version and then 32 bits Dutch or English.
32 bits is for normal office work and can handle up to 4gb internal memory.
More is useless.
64 bits can handle up to 192 gb.
A 64 bit installation is 10 gb larger and is intended for graphic work, photo, video editing.
That only works well with 8 or 16 gb internal memory.
A new deskstop or laptop, with standard 64 bits Home, is slow because they always put only 4 gb internal
memory in it. That memory expansion is generally the best boost.
A Solid State Disk (SSD) also wants to help sometimes.
The first version of Windows 10 was 1503 (3rd month 2015)
Then we got successively: 1511, 1607, 1703, 1709, 1803, 1809, 1903, 1909, 2004 and the following.
If you install Windows 10, you miss a lot.
First of all, they changed startup to safe mode.
Then you could use W7-W8 with the function button F8.
That doesn't work anymore.
You can start up the machine and as soon as you see that circle rotate, turn it off by pressing the start button.
If you do that 3 times in a row, you'll end up in a recovery screen.
After the restart you will see a list and then you have to press the number 4 for safe mode.
Activating the F8 function again is a bit easier.
Also Photo Viewer has disappeared.
If you click on a photo, it may happen that Paint is opened.
Besides that, as a normal user, you don't have the feeling that you are really in control of your computer.
That's right, because the real boss of the computer is the Administrator.
And Edge is set as the new default browser.
W7-8 also created restore points. These are snapshots of the OS (operating system).
If there was something wrong with your machine, you could reset it to the date of a restore point you
created.
In W10, system recovery is disabled by default.
Even if you upgrade to a newer version, it will often be disabled again.
With the installation of W10 we are going to make some changes.
Enter a command line so that safe mode is restarted with the F8 key.
Activate the administrator and (re)activate the function restore points.
Make a registry change to reactivate Photo viewer.
Use the media-creation tool to create a bootable USB stick
Place it in the computer.
Make sure that in the BIOS (the basic in and output system) that USB stick is the first bootable.
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Install W10 Professional. Disconnect the internet connection.
If you see the harddisk with C you remove the existing partitions.
Then you create a new partition of 70 gb for C.
It will automatically create a partition without a drive letter of about 500 mb.
That is the boot partition.
The remaining (unallocated) part is used to create a D partition.
Stand on it en click new. Stand on it again en choose format.
Then click on that first 70 gb partition and install Windows 10 on it.
The hard drive may not be found. Then you are missing a sata driver.
You can try to find it, but you can also try another brand of harddisk.
Type for account name: User
If it's your own PC you can also enter your own name.
Avoid having to fill in a mailaddress.
Please choose for organization, you don't have a mailaccount, and you are part of a domain.
After the installation the machine will reboot and if you don’t take the USB stick out it will start the
installation process again.
Then you come in a menu where you have to confirm everything.
Only choose yes for geolocation. For the rest, you click no to everything else.
Connect the network cable when the installation is ready
Eventually you'll see that menu with those tiles, but that's not very handy for a technician.
We will install Start menu 8 for that later.
At the bottom in the search window, type: Device Manager.

Or click on the Windows key +X

Then you see all the parts of your computer.
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If there is a yellow warning sign next to a component, you are missing the correct operating system.(driver)
Check if you have an internet connection.
If not, you can temporarily fix it with a USB wifi adapter to find and install the right driver for that network
card.
Type Explorer (i.e.) in the search window and you will see that icon above it.

Then right click on it and choose copy to desktop.
You can then drag that icon down to the bottom of your taskbar.
Installing Windows, downloading drivers etc. is best done with Explorer because you can then choose to run
it right away.
Click on Explorer.
Then you get that standard MSN page.
Stand somewhere at the top and then click with your right mouse button until you can click on the menu bar.
You have to click on several places at the top to see the option menu bar.
Then click on extra and then on internet options at the bottom.
Change that home page to
www.google.nl
Close Explorer and restart.
Now you have to agree to Google's terms and conditions.
Click away that annoying Edge page.
Edge is the Ena Sharples of the Internet.
In England, the TV series Corporation street has played for years.
There were 3 interfering women in the cafe: The Rovers Return Inn.
Ena was the worst, because she was keen to know everything about everyone's private life.
Edge makes a profile of your interests, and that information is sold to third parties.
That's why you don't have to fill in an email address with your account. * "Ena was especially critical of
Elsie Tanner, who she said had loose morals. Elsie, in turn, strongly hated Ena because of her seemingly
incessant gossip and her desire to learn about the private lives of others".

Install drivers if necessary
Install drivers, even if they are not from the correct operating system.
Install W10 but only Vista, Windows 7 or 8.1 drivers are offered.
First go to the vendor's website and see if there are any drivers available for that model and type.
Then you download all available drivers.
Even if there are no drivers for Win10 you can download anything you can find, XP, Vista, Win7, Win8.1 it
doesn't matter.
To have is to have.
If you have a zip file, which you can extract to a folder with 7zip, you might already be there.
If it's just a setup file, you can be sure it will go wrong with the installation.
In addition, your system can get polluted with all kinds of non-working files.
You create a folder for that model desktop or laptop on your desktop.
For downloading you don't use Firefox but Explorer ( i.e.) because you can save those downloads, as....
For example, if you have a driver for LAN and it is SP12514 then you can save it in that folder as a Lan
driver.
If you have more than one lan driver then it becomes lan1, lan2 etc. audio1, audio2 etc.
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Then you need 7zip. Download and install that.
This allows you to unpack a zip or setup file into a folder with separate files.
You stand on such a file with your right mouse button and then click on 7zip and then click on the same
name of that file you want to extract.
If you don't have any folders but setup files in that folder, then try to extract them into folders with 7zip.
You can then browse to that folder via Device Manager and reinstall drivers, hoping that the correct driver is
installed
.
You click on an item in that list, for example.
However, you have a number of drivers that are listed in Device Manager as installed correctly.
Then it seems ok, but that's not really it. Take a look at display adapter for example.
If you see a Basic display adapter there, you do not have the correct driver and you cannot connect an
external screen to a laptop.
If you have found a graphics (video) driver for that model, go to the Basic display driver via Device
Manager, and right-click to choose Update driver, and then browse to the folder with the downloaded
drivers.

That's what you do with bluetooth, sound and all the others.
Even if your sound does, it can still happen that Skype will not work without the real good driver.
If you have a chipset driver for that model, you have to install it separately, by clicking on setup in that
folder. Starting a chipset driver can take a long time. Just wait.
Having to wait 2-4 minutes before you see something is nothing special.
You can do that with the sata driver (ahci) managers engine (imei) and all the others you haven't
encountered in device management.
Install Firefox Download and install
No tile menu but the Windows 7 start button back.
Install alternative Classic shell.
You can use Start menu8 for that.
That normally costs 9.99 euros, but you don't have to pay that.
You download and install it, then uninstall it and you get the message that you can download the free
version.
Then you have the familiar start button of W7 back.
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Choose flat style and Windows 7

You can remove the free programs from the list
Activate safe mode and administrator.
You can go to the website of Helen-it.nl , and then you can see how to activate safe mode (F8) and the
administrator with command lines.
Then click on the start button and next to exit you can choose: other user.
Click in the middle of that screen and you will see User and Administrator at the bottom left.
Click on administrator and log in.
This will take a while, because a new desktop will be created and you will have to go through the whole
menu again.
Geolocation yes, and the rest no.
Finally you have to click on flat styl again for that start menu.
You can remove the free programs they offer from the list.
Then click on Log of, to go back to the User.
Reduce CPU and memory usage
Press ctrl, alto and del(ete) simultaneously.
Click on task management and if necessary more details.
Then you see the load on CPU and memory.
Look also at the possible register adjustments if CPU and memory are overloaded
Create folders on D.
Click on this PC and maybe you will see D without any size.
Then you forgot to format it by installing W10
Click with your right mouse button on D and choose format.
Quick formatting, OK.
Create a folder on D:\ with the name; Documents User
Go to my documents via C:\ User and open documents.
Hold down the ctrl key and select; Desktop, Downloads, Favorites, Images, Documents, Onedrive, Music
and Videos.
Cut (not copy) the selected folders and then paste them into that folder; Documents User on D
Click on D on the Documents User folder with your right mouse button.
Copy to desktop (create shortcut)
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Create a folder on D:\ with the name; Documents Admin
Choose other user and go to the administrator account.
Go to my documents via C:\ users, and open documents from Administrator.
Hold down the ctrl key and select; Desktop, Downloads, Favorites, Images, Documents, Onedrive, Music
and Videos.
Cut the selected folders and then paste them into that folder; Documents Admin on D.
On the Documents folder, click Admin on D with your right mouse button.
Copy to desktop (create shortcut)
You can also move Onedrive to the D but then you have to synchronize that data with an external drive on a
regular basis. Before you know it you have lost everything.
With the upgrade from 1809 to 1903 it went completely wrong.
1903 expected Onedrive to be in its original place on C.
But couldn't find it and because there was nothing on the C, Onedrive in the cloud was synchronized with
nothing and all the data was gone. It was then synchronized with Onedrive on another partition, and all data
was deleted there as well.

Go back to the user account
Windows Photo viewer back.
Use the USB with all basic programs or ask if you don't have one.
Go to 10 and click on photo viewer again. Click on the registry change.
Download and install Java
There are websites that work with Java script. You also get regular updates.
Install VLC and Acrobat reader.
Also install IrfanView.
Change default apps. Go to PC settings, apps, default apps.

Click on Music Player and choose VLC.
Also change the other settings like Photo Viewer
You can download Chrome first if you prefer, and then choose Chrome in the web browser.
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Synctoy 2.0
Probably you also need framework 2.0.
It's all on that USB with standard programs and modifications.
After installation, look for the icon of synctoy in the software list and put it on the desktop.
Macrium Reflect.
Get that off the Internet.
Choose Home user.
Install that and then choose home user. At the notification register remove the check mark and next.
If you have installed that you need to disable the update notifications.
Start Macrium Reflect and click on Help at the top and then on Configure update check.
Uncheck the 3 check marks and click OK.
Type msconfig in the search window.
That'll take a while. Click on startup. Open Task Manager, Macrium Reflect Watcher, turn off.
O & Otool
Download and upload to the desktop
Read the information on that webpage.
Install Everything
Find that icon in the list and put it on the desktop. Clicking everything scans the harddisk and displays all
files.
If you are looking for a certain file and you can't remember where it is, type in the name of that file.
After installation, look for the icon in the software list and put it on the desktop.
Install Burnaware. If burner is present
Organize desktop
Stand somewhere on that desktop and click with your right mouse button.
Picture. Small icon and auto-arrange
Install Office
If Office is installed start Everything and type Word.exe then you will see that Word icon.
Stand on it with your right mouse button and copy to desktop.
Do the same with Excel.exe, OneNote.exe, Outlook.exe. Powerpoint.exe and Publisher.exe
Change the names of those icons in Word, Excel, OneNote, Outlook, PowerPoint and Publisher
Draw those icons down on the taskbar as well.
Delete unnecessary files in Windows 7-8-10
First some folders have to be cleaned.
If you are unable to empty a folder, always try to select a section and delete as much as possible.
Go to this computer. Click on CEn then on Windows and then on Prefetch. No access? Continue anyway.
C:\WINDOWS\Prefetch
This folder contains information about the software that is regularly started. Each time the computer starts,
these programs are already partially loaded into memory, which makes them start faster. It is wise to empty
this folder once after reinstalling Windows. It is possible that programs start a bit slower the first time they
are opened. The necessary prefetch files are automatically created again. This folder may be completely
empty. Click soft on 1 file and then press the crtl key + the a key.
Then all files will be selected.
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Then press the Shift and delete keys and everything will be discarded immediately without that intermediate
step to the recycle bin. Just delete to the trash can as well but then you have to empty it again.

C:\Windows\SoftwareDistribution\Download\

This folder stores the downloaded and already installed Windows updates. In most cases the Windows
update files can be made executable by adding .EXE to these files. This prevents them from having to be
downloaded again after a reinstallation of Windows. Due to the large number of essential and additional
updates, this folder can become quite large over time.
These folders can all be removed,
only the file ReportingEvents.log must remain.
Data store might still be difficult to do.
You can try to empty it partially and leave what doesn't work if there is a message, just keep going.
C:\Windows\temp
All files in the folder may be deleted.
Tidy up even more Temp files
Type in the search window;
%temp%
At the top of that window you can see the folder temp.
Open that.
Empty the whole folder.
If there's a report for it,
you choose to skip.
That debug file was at Win7. At W10, we haven't seen it yet.
Make a recovery point.
Click with your right mouse button on this computer/ properties.
Click top left on system security
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X
Click on C and then on configure and if system restore is disabled you have to enable it.
Then you have to slide that slider down to something of 4 gb.
If it is already on, then click on configure and remove it. OK.
Click on create and enter today's date.
Write the month as text so English people can read the date properly.
WSUS offline
Get an update pack for Windows 10 and Office.
Also good to use after reinstalling a somewhat older Office version.
Go to WSUS offline update
Click right to get the most recent version
Read the documentation
They're talking about 2 things
1) UpdateGenerator.exe and:
2) UpdateInstaller.exe

Click on the Update Generator and indicate what you want to bring in.
Then the download will start and that can be 2.5 GB or more.
Once that's in, you need to click on that client folder.
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Then click on the colored UpdateInstaller and then wait...wait... wait for the message that everything is
installed
Macrium Reflect
Creating an image, making a copy of C
Disconnect any external hard drive first
Start Macrium Reflect

Leave only a tick at C

Click on image this disk
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At folder click on the right side of the grey area with the 3 dots and navigate to D.
The image will be placed on DClick
on finish and
then on
OK
If you see a red line, it will not affect the image, but as a technician you should not want to see any errors.

When that image is finished you can change the name for clarity.
According to Macrium, if you see error 9, it would be an error on the hard disk.
But that's because of the older version you're using from Macrium.
You need to uninstall Macrium and reinstall the latest version.
Reset Image with Reflect with Recovery CD
In the program itself it is possible to burn a recovery CD.
If necessary, use an external burnerStart reflector and left click on that CD-icon.
Follow the instructions.
Reset image
Start up the computer with that recovery CD That
may take a while. Just wait.
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Click on restore and then on Browse for an image
And then click on the image that is on D

Select C on the second bar and you will see a blue line underneath

Click on next, finish and then on continuous.
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Cloning harddisk
When you finally have Windows 10 fully installed, it is not the intention to repeat the whole procedure on
every computer or laptop.
You can copy/clone that hard disk.
You can only clone a hard drive if it is the same size or larger.
You can't go to a smaller one.
You can do that manually by putting an image on it.
Install Minitool
Set that smaller harddisk into a docking station and start Minitool.

Go to the existing partitions with your right mouse button and click on delete

When everything is removed go to Unallocated with your right mouse button and click on create and OK.
Then click on Apply at the
top left
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Unpack an image on that hard driveStart Macrium Reflect and click restore

Browse for an image file and then navigate to that image.

Click on restore image

Click on select disk to restore
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Then click on that blank disk. There will be a blue line underneath. Choose next, Finish

Check All target... and Continue
Once that image has been transferred, you will see the following in Minitool

Then a partition of 500 mb has to be made and you have to remove the driveletter.

In that 500 mb the startup files will be placed in front of the Master Boot Record (MBR).

Then create the D partition and Apply
Now you need to copy the folders with Documents User and Admin from the original to that new D.
Put the harddisk in a computer and boot it.
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Sometimes Windows is booted directly but, because there is nothing in the 500 mb, you miss the MBR and
you only see a blinking cursor in the upper left corner.
You'll need the rescue CD from Macrium Reflect
Boot the machine with that CD.
It may take a while. Just wait.
When you see the menu of Macrium reflect, click on fix boot problem in the top left corner.
Follow the instructions and then reboot the computer without that CD.
It could also happen that your icons have disappeared.
Then that system partition of 500 mb has gotten the driveletter D and that D has become an E.
Press the Windows key + X and choose disk management.
Go to the D with your right mouse button and click on drive letter and change paths.
Choose Delete. OK
Then change the E in D.
If all goes well you will have all your icons back.
Activate the software.
Let it search for updates, remove any existing restore points and then create a new restore point.
Create an image from C.

Installing Synctoy
Syntoy is there to help you with the Komp software That is stated at no. 8

You first need to install framework and then SyncToySetuppPackage.
Sync an external drive with D.
Connect the external drive to the laptop or computer and create a folder on that external drive called copy
laptop or copy desktop.
Click on Synctoy on the desktop

Click on OK
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Click on create new folder pair
On the left side you select D:\ and on the right side you select that folder on the external disk.

Next

Next

Type in To external or something. As long as it says something. And then next...
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Click on Finish

Click run
All will be copied from D to that external drive.
Next time you just have to click on Syntoy and then on run
Only the latest changes will be updated.
You can see the word close a bit vague.
If it turns black and readable, you can close synctoy.
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Upgrading Windows 10 Home to Professional
As a Home user you are in fact a guinea pig for the M$S
You have no influence on the behavior of Windows 10 and will have to swallow all updates.
Black screens, failing wifi cards. You get it all as a gift.
A Pro license can be bought for a low price.

Upgrade from Home to Pro
Select the Start button, select PC Settings > Update and Security > Activation, and Change Product
Key
Enter the purchased W10 Pro product code.
If it is all right, the upgrade will be carried out online.
Can't do that and will you get an error code?
Home users usually have a so-called Oem license
Systems with an existing Home OEM product code
With an OEM product code, a number of additional steps are required.
Windows 10 must first be upgraded with the general code for Home users.
Then you will get the facilities that Pro users or part of it.
That version is not activated yet.
Error message when upgrading from Home users to Pro
Select the Start button, select PC Settings > Update and Security > Activation, and
Change Product Key
Choose system and then at the bottom of the page for change product code
Type the general product code: UK7JG-NPHTM-C97JM-9MPGT-3V66T
The computer is now online being upgraded to Windows 10 Professional
Then change product key again
Enter the purchased product key to activate Windows.
If you still receive an error message, then type the product code again.
But before you click on start, disconnect the internet connection.
Then hopefully things will go well.
After a restart, restore the internet connection and you will see a pro version that has not been activated.
Enter a valid product code.
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Computer additions and Website SEO
Example https://lisa-ict.nl/
Register website domain and create info email address
Installing on your laptop or desktop
Microsoft Web4
Frontpage
Outlook mail account(s)
IrfanView
Filezilla
Ipswitch
Adjust indexTitle
Meta tagsText
Robots
Bring it online.
Sitemaps
SEO optimization
Go to:
https://varvy.com/
Fill in: Helen-it.nl
.
Two "mistakes"

Tap targets are small is the bottom button that would be a little too small
The error message at pagespeed has to do with the fact that a standard template has been modified regarding
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More about managingin your webistethe index, but that code has not been modified/ removed in the CSS.
The loading speed of a site can be checked.
https://tools.pingdom.com/
On the left you fill in the url and on the right the closest location (United Kingdom)

411 milliseconds isn't bad, is it?
More about your websitte on Page 79
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Setting up a mail account

Thunderbird

A program like Outlook from Office or Thunderbird is called an E-mail client.
pop, pop3, or imap is your incoming mail.
With pop mail the content of the mailbox is downloaded to the client.
That mailbox of your provider is empty, and the mail is only on one machine.
At imap a copy of the mail will be downloaded.
You can access that mailbox with your smartphone over the internet or install the same client on multiple
machines that all get a copy.
Your mail will stay in that mailbox.
Depending on the settings of the provider's server, the read/downloaded mail can be deleted over time.
Smtp is the outgoing mail.
Then you have ports, SSL, and authentication
If you have pop mail and a KPN mail address, then you're pathetic.
smtp.kpn.mail, or smtp.hetnet.nl only allow outgoing mail via your own modem at home.
So if you are somewhere, you have to ask which smtp they use for their modem at that address. And you
have to set it that way with your client.
All in all pretty worthless.
Incoming is port 110 and outgoing is port 25.
Do you have an email address and you can use port 993, 587 or similar, then you can mail wherever you are.
Follow the steps below to set up your e-mail via Thunderbird:
Download the free mail software via Mozilla Thunderbird.
Go through the installation procedure. After installing the mail program, it will start automatically.
Now Thunderbird asks you if you want to use the program as your default e-mail program. Put a check mark
at 'E-mail' and click on 'Set as default'.
Thunderbird asks if you want to create a personal email address with your own domain via hosting provider
Ghandi.net. Click on 'Skip this'.
In the screen 'Email account setup' you fill in your name, email address and password. This can be the data
from your provider, but also from Gmail or Outlook.
Thunderbird will automatically fill in your email settings if they are known.
Email settings not known? Then click on the button 'Manual configuration' in the pop up screen.
Enter the server addresses for incoming and outgoing mail. Preferably choose account type for IMAP.
Your mail will be picked up. Click on Inbox to view new mail.
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Create G mail address
If you have KPN, Tele 2 or the like you can't switch to another provider because you'll lose your email
address.
You create a G mail address.
Retrieve G mail, mail from KPN or another provider.
In Gmail it is quite simple: click on the cogwheel in the upper right corner,
select settings, then the "Accounts and import" tab, then enter email and contacts, and and enter email and
password.
People mail to the old mail address, but your answer from your G mail.
After a while all contacts will have your mail address and you can switch over if necessary.
You don't have to, but with G mail you still have the advantage of their spam filters.
KPN always has problems with those filters and then you are flooded with spam.
With a Gmail address you are largely rid of that.
Preferably use Outlook from Office.
If you have installed Thunderbird your mail will be on the C at Windows.
You shouldn't want that if you are forced to restore an older image, you have lost all mail after the creation
date of that image.
The archive of Outlook is the . pst file and because the documents have been moved to D you will find the
folder Outlook with that pst file.
You can restore an older image without losing mail.
The only thing that comes up again are the updates from that time on.
Windows 7 live mail to Outlook
Install Outlook Office with the same account information as in live mail on the computer running Windows
Live Mail.
Export solution to Outlook on the same PC:
1.
Open Windows Live Mail and make sure Outlook is closed
2.
Click on "File" at the top and then "Export e-mail".
3.
Click on "E-mail messages" in the menu that appears
4.
Select "Microsoft Exchange" from the list and click "Next".
5.
Confirm the message you receive with "OK".
6.
Now choose the profile to which the e-mail should be exported and click on "OK".
7.
In the new window, click on "All folders" and on "OK".
8.
Windows Live Mail will display a notification when it is ready
9.
After you have seen the message, click on "Finish".
10.
Close Windows Live Mail and open Outlook for control
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Export solution to Outlook on other PC:
1.
First follow the steps from "Export solution to Outlook on the same PC".
2.
Now start Outlook on a PC that also has Windows Live Mail on it
3.
Click on "File" at the top and then on "Import and export".
4.
In the window that appears, click "Export to file" and "Next".
5.
Click in the list on "File with personal folders (.pst)" and on "Next".
6.
Click on "Personal folders" at the top of the list
7.
Check the box "Including subfolders" and click "Next".
8.
Click on "Browse" and determine the location of the export file
9.
Click on "Finish" and then on "Ok
Export may take a while depending on the amount of emails
You sometimes see windows flashing in the middle of the screen
If you don't see any more windows flashing in the middle of the screen then the export is done
Installing on the new PC with Windows 10
Install Outlook Office with the same account information
Copy the .pst file to the new computer in the folder
D/documents/outlook files and then start Outlook
1.
Click on "File" at the top and then on "Import and export".
2.
Click in the list on "Import data from another program or file".
3.
Click on "Next"
4.
Click in the list on "File with personal folders (.pst)" and on "Next".
5.
Click "Browse" and determine the location of the export file and "Next".
6.
Click on "Personal folders" at the top of the list
7.
Check the box "Including subfolders" and click "Next".
8.
You sometimes see windows flashing in the middle of the screen.
9.
If you don't see any more windows flashing in the middle of the screen then the import
finished.

is

From Who is the internet?

Who lays the cables in the oceans, maintains the Servers and everything that goes with it?
Many don't have an answer to that.
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That's ISOC the internet soceity.
ISOC has servers all over the world and some in secret places.
Totally independent, without unwanted interference from governments, who would like to get rid of that net
neutrality. So that they can control everything.
It works just like taking the phone taps off.
All the transport of those mb's over that digital highway is tracked, and the provider gets an invoice for that.
Providers estimate how high that invoice will be, together with the other costs of the organization, and then a
subscription price rolls out.
In order to offer very cheap internet, a provider can also accept a select group of, for example, 55+ as a
customer. These are generally not the super downloaders.
Routers. See also the separate appendix Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP).
Routers are generally equipped with a DHCP server. DHCP distributes
IP addresses to computers, laptops and network printers, so you don't have to set them up manually.
Most routers also have a built-in firewall to prevent external attacks.
Just like a house has a house number, your internet connection has its own IP number.
In the past you had a modem and only one computer could be connected to it.
For 2 computers you could place a second network card in the first computer and with a so called crossed
cable they were connected to each other and you had internet on both computers.
There could be a router behind that modem as well.
Nowadays most modems also have a router function.
Everything that is connected to the network gets an ip number.
The router then acts as an internal mailman.
Now the settings of those modem/routers of your provider are often limited.
At Ziggo you can ask them to put the modem in bridge mode.
Then all you get is the signal and DHCP is disabled.
And can you have your own router behind it with possibly a separate firewall
Ziggo still has a viper under the grass.
Ziggo modems also work as public hotspots. As a subscriber, you are given an access code so that you can
use the internet throughout the Ziggo area.
Bridge mode deactivates the hotspot function on your modem and for punishment you are not allowed to use
that hotspot system anymore.
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Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) is a computer protocol that describes how a computer can
dynamically obtain its network setting from a DHCP server. The DHCP protocol is based on the Internet
Protocol IP and works with UDP packets.
Just like having a house number so the postman knows where to deliver the mail. Gives your computer an IP
address to manage internet traffic.
A router or server is connected to the internet
via the WAN cable (width area network) and gives the computers connected to it an internal IP address that
logs in when they are started up.
With DHCP, the principle is that devices in an IP network do not have a fixed configured IP address, but
obtain their IP address dynamically from a centrally managed DHCP server. To this end, the server, which
itself has a fixed IP address, manages a "pool" of available IP addresses, usually in the private address space
according to RFC 1918. After starting up the DHCP server, these addresses are free and can be requested by
the devices on the network. The requests assign the IP addresses, of course limited in number to the size of
the pool.
The Pool is the range of IP addresses that are assigned to the server, e.g.
50 is then a range from 192.168.1.100 to 192.168.1.150.
Devices entering the network can obtain an IP address with limited validity, for the set period of validity, the
"lease time", via a request sequence. Devices leaving the network must release their address. Of course, this
does not happen in all cases. However, the address will eventually be released again due to the expiry of the
validity period.
DHCP servers may have configured a fixed IP address to be provided for certain devices. For example,
within a company, all network printers may be assigned a fixed IP address, while other devices may be
assigned a random address from the pool.
A router has a built-in DHCP, you don't have to do anything to provide computers with internet. Per router
you can have up to 254 ip addresses issued.
For a server this DHCP is configured and you need an input (WAN) to issue IP addresses (LAN, Local area
network).
The server setupThe
intention is that the server gets its own domain and DHCP is installed to generate internal IP addresses.
This requires 2 internet ports.
1 WAN (incoming) and 1 outgoing LAN that generates an internal IP address for the switch.
A computer that you want to use as a server has only 1 internet connection. An
internet card has to be added for the ip addresses. So you put an imaginary router in that server between the
WAN and the LAN.
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It is not necessary to use DHCP. A computer can also be provided with the correct settings manually. In
practice, however, many system administrators find DHCP simpler, because they do not have to manually
configure all computers in the network themselves. Even if there are changes in the network, only the DHCP
server needs to be provided with the new settings.
In many large networks, however, fixed IP numbers (and therefore not DHCP) are used to make the settings
manually once for tens of thousands of PCs. This also makes it easier to specify routes from one network
device (PC) to another (a printer, for example), based on the IP address. One of the largest networks in the
Netherlands (Defense MULAN) has been set up in this way. An additional advantage in terms of security is
that IP packets from unknown MAC addresses can be detected immediately.
A router has 4 outputs, but you can expand that number with a HUB, also called a switch, but a switch is
actually something else.
If you connect a hub from the router with 4, 5, 8, 12 or 24 ports then the ports will get an ip address if
computers are connected to it.

Generally the issued ip addresses
are dynamic.
The bottom line is that the 1st PC that boots up and reports to the router no. 1 gets a fixed ip address. And if
the network printer turns on that would get a 2.
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If another PC would now be connected then you will get 3.
So the issue gap depends on the order in which the devices log in.
You will have erasing, walking, IP addresses in your network.
This is not desirable for a network printer.
If you send the print job to 2 and the next day is that and 3 then it does not work.
You have to work with fixed IP addresses.
How do I assign a fixed IP address on my router?
Would you like to access your network device, for example your NAS or ip camera, always from the same
address and eventually access it outside your network? Then assign a fixed ip address to the device. You do
this via your router. Do you have a router of the brand TP-Link, Netgear or Asus? Then read here how to
create a fixed IP address.

Why do you need a fixed ip address?
The data transfer between your network devices can be seen as a postman delivering his mail. The postman
needs a house number to deliver mail, otherwise he will not know if he is at the right address. If a house
number keeps changing, the postman always has to see what the new number is. Give the house a fixed
number and the postman will always know where to find your house.
So give your devices a fixed ip address, so you always approach them in the same way. A static ip address
can also be used to remotely access your device if it does not have a cloud function.
Before you start
What do you need?





A router
A laptop or desktop connected to the router
The device you want to provide with a fixed ip address (it must also be connected to the router)
The MAC address of your device. The MAC address is a unique code that identifies your device.
You can find this out by following the step-by-step plan.

What do you have to look out for?
The link that allows you to access your router's configuration page in the step-by-step plan below will only
work if you are connected to your router's network.
While following the step-by-step plan, you start looking for the MAC address of your device. You will
recognize the device by its brand or type, or by a name you have given the device. Can't you see anything
that looks like your device? Then take a picture or screenshot of the list. Then remove the cable from your
device to see which one is missing. That is the MAC address of your device.
How do I take a screenshot in Windows?
Reboot the router and your device after setting up so that the new addresses are properly adopted. Make a
bookmark for the ip address or write down the ip address and then paste it on the bottom or back of the
device.
TP-Link
1. Open the configuration page of your TP-Link router.
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2. Depending on how you connected your device, click open the screen with wired or wireless clients.
You will find this in the main screen of your router.
3. In the list of connected devices, search for the device (e.g. your printer) that you want to give a fixed
ip address. On the right side of the device you will see the MAC address of the device. Make a note
of this address.
4. Select the 'Advanced' tab at the top of the page. Then press 'Network' on the left side of the menu and
choose 'DHCP server' from the options that appear below your choice.
5. Under the heading 'Address Reservation' you will find the option 'Add'. Select this option. Three
input fields will appear. In the first field, enter the MAC address you just entered. You choose the ip
address yourself, but it has to fall within the ip address pool at the top of the page. In the description,
enter something you recognize the device by. After filling in, press 'Save'.
6. You now access your device by entering the ip address you just chose into the address bar of your
internet browser.
Netgear
1. Open the user interface of your Netgear router.
2. Select the 'Advanced' tab at the top of the page. Then select the 'Install' option on the left side of the
menu. A number of choices will appear below your selection, choose 'Set up LAN' here.
3. On the right you can see the DHCP settings. Press 'Add' in the part under 'Address reservation'. A
new screen will open.
4. At the top of the page you will find an overview of devices. These are the devices that are currently
connected to the router. Select your device (e.g. your printer) by pressing the selection button on the
left side of the table.
5. Select an ip address for the device in the input field below the table. Leave the first 3 sets of digits,
the last set can be adjusted to a number between 1 and 254. It doesn't matter what you choose here,
as long as it doesn't overlap with another fixed ip address.
6. Give your device a name and press 'Add' at the top of the table.
7. From now on you can use the just created ip address to access your device.
Asus
1. Open your browser and go to the configuration page of your Asus router.
2. Select the option 'LAN' on the left side of the menu. Then select the tab 'DHCP Server' at the top of
the page.
3. Below your selection you will find the DHCP settings. Scroll to the section 'Manually Assigned IP
around the DHCP list'.
4. Click on the arrow next to the input field under 'MAC address'. Select your device (e.g. your printer).
5. To the right of the MAC address you will find the ip address. Keep the automatically filled in value
or choose your own ip address. Make sure the number fits between the 'IP pool'. These are the ip
addresses you will find under the heading 'Basic Config' higher on the page.
6. Press 'Add', this is the plus sign.
7. Choose 'Apply', your device can now always be accessed via the just chosen ip address.
Linksys
1. Open the user interface of your Linksys router.
2. Select the 'Network assignment' menu in the left navigation bar, you will get a graphical overview of
all connected devices.
3. Find the device you want to provide with a static ip address and click on the name of this device.
4. Click on 'Reserve DHCP address'. The device now has a fixed ip address.
5. Do you want to change this ip-address? Then choose Edit DHCP reservation. In the following screen
you can choose the ip-address with which you want the device to be saved.
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Now that you have given the device a fixed ip address you can enter this address in your browser to get to
the configuration page of your device as follows:
http://ipadres http://192.168.0.50
Have you created a static ip address to access your network device outside your network? Please read the
following article to enable this access.
How do I use port forwarding on my router?
Why do I need to open the ports on my router?
Opening gates can be compared to delivering the mail. Do you have the mailbox behind the gate of your
driveway, which prevents the postman from accessing it? You'll never receive your mail. However, you also
don't want your gate to be open all the time, so that everyone can enter. That is why it is useful to provide
the gate with a code. You then give that code to the postman, so that only he can enter.
For example, you want to approach your ip camera. This lets you work via a specific port number (the code
for the postman). You transfer this port number to the ip address (house number) of your ip camera. It is
important that your ip-camera has a static ip address. Otherwise, after rebooting your router, you may
suddenly try to connect to another device. Opening ports is also called 'Port Forwarding'.
You can read how to create a fixed ip address on the next page:
How do I assign a fixed IP address on my router?
What do you need?






A router
A laptop or desktop connected to the router
The device you want to provide with a fixed ip address (it must also be connected to the router)
The port number you're going to use. You can set this on the configuration page of the device you
want to remotely access or you can find it in the manual or website of the manufacturer.
The ip address of your device. This address can always be found by looking at the main page of your
router at the connected devices.

Roadmap
TP-Link
1. Open the configuration page of your TP-Link router. Note: this link only works if you are connected
to your router's network.
2. Select the 'Advanced' tab. This can be found at the top of the page.
3. On the left side of the menu you see 'NAT Forwarding', press it. In the menu that appears, select the
option 'Virtual servers'.
4. Press 'Add' on the screen to the right of the menu. A number of input fields will appear.
5. Enter a recognisable name for the type of service, for example: 'ip camera'.
6. At 'External port' you enter the port number you looked up in advance.
7. The "Internal IP" is the address of your device. You also have this address at hand.
8. Next to 'Internal port' you enter the same number as for 'External port'.
9. The protocol is usually indicated in the manual or on the configuration page. You don't know what
the used protocol is? Then select 'All'.
10. Leave 'Enable' ticked.
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11. Then save the setting by pressing 'Save'.
12. The chosen port can now be used to access your device. You can read how to do this at the bottom of
the page.
Netgear
1. Open the user interface of your Netgear router. Note: this link only works if you are connected to
your router's network.
2. Select the 'Advanced' tab at the top of the page.
3. Choose 'Advanced settings' on the left side of the menu, followed by 'Forward port/activate port'.
4. Check 'Forward gate' as an option in the screen on the right.
5. Click on the 'Add custom service' button at the bottom. In the next screen you will see a number of
input fields.
6. Enter a recognisable name at 'Service name', for example: 'ip camera'.
7. The protocol to be used can be found in the settings or the manual of your device. You don't know
the protocol? Then fill in both (TCP/UDP).
8. You looked up the port number in advance, enter it here. Leave the option 'Use the same port range
for internal port' ticked.
9. At 'internal ip address' you fill in the ip address of the device, or you choose it from the list under the
option.
10. Press 'Apply' at the top of the page.
11. The chosen port can now be used to access your device. You can read how to do this at the bottom of
the page.
Asus
1. Open your browser and go to the configuration page of your Asus router. Please note that this link
only works if you are connected to your router's network.
2. Select the option 'WAN' on the left side of the menu.
3. A number of tabs appear at the top of the page. Choose here for 'Virtual Server / Port Forwarding'.
4. Enable Port Forwarding by setting the 'Enable Port Forwarding' option to 'Yes' at the bottom of the
'Basic Config' section.
5. Under the 'Basic Config' is the 'Port Forwarding List' section, which contains a number of options.
6. At 'Service Name' you fill in a recognizable name, for example: 'ip-camera'.
7. Under 'Port Range' you fill in the gate. You've already picked it out.
8. Local IP is the address of your device. Use the dropdown menu to select your device from the list, or
enter the address manually.
9. With the option 'Local Port' you fill in the same as with 'Port Range'.
10. The 'Protocol' can usually be found on the configuration page of your device, or in the manual. Can't
find out the protocol? Then set this setting to 'Both'.
11. Press the plus sign to the right of the settings to apply the rule.
12. The chosen port can now be used to access your device. You can read how to do this at the bottom of
the page.
Linksys
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Open your browser and go to the user interface of your Linksys router.
In the left menu, select 'Security' (under 'Router settings').
In the screen that now appears, click on the tab 'Applications and games'.
Then click on 'Forward single port'.
Under 'Name application' you fill in a recognizable name, for example 'ip-camera'.
Under 'External port' you fill in the port of your application. You have already picked this one.
Under 'Internal port' you enter the same port number.
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8. The 'Protocol' can usually be found on the configuration page of your device, or in the manual. Can't
find out the protocol? Then set this setting to 'Both'.
9. Under 'IP-address device' you fill in the ip-address of your device. If you do not know it, you may
find it in the 'Network assignment' menu of your router or in the configuration of the device'.
10. Right-click on 'Save' to confirm the port forwarding.
11. The chosen port can now be used to access your device. You can read how to do this at the bottom of
the page.
Approach your device
Now that the port is open, you can access the device outside your network. You do this as follows:
Find the external ip address of your network. This is the ip address you get from your provider. This can be
found on your router's configuration page, but is easier to look at https://www.watismijnipadres.nl. Note:
this only works on a computer on your own network. The given ip address on that page is completed with a
colon and then the port. This looks like this:
http://ipadres:poort http://61.230.155.124:8080
Enter this address in the address bar of your browser. This will take you to the configuration page of the
network device.
Switch and HUB
A hub is an unmanaged switch.
And only has a function as an extension of your router or the connected server for the number of computers
to be connected.
A managed switch is something else.

A server works with a domain and all computers connected to it are accessible to the server.
Above you see a division over 3 different servers over 3 domains.
Configuring a managed switch requires quite some knowledge and experience.
To access the switch, you need a laptop (with docking station) or computer with a serial connection. And
then you also need the program Putty.
Find the manual of the switch you want to configure.
The one of the 4800 G has 1.246 pages.
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See You Tube for more information.
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Setting up a wireless network key
Because Ziggo's router from Komp has the same ip address, you don't need to connect the WAN (internet).
Only one network cable on 1 of the 4 LAN ports and the other end on the computer.
You first need to know the IP address of the router. This can be found in the user manual, which you can
often find on the Internet. You do need the brand and type number.
In this case the ip-address is 192.168.0.1 You type
that ip-address in a network browser at the top of the address bar.
You type it as follows: http://192.168.0.1
Het may change itself to httpS.
You have to change that in http
After you have done this, you will enter a login menu.
In this case the username admin and password is also admin.
By default the username is admin and the password is admin or it is user with password user.
Or you only have the username admin or user without password.
If it doesn't work, you can reset the entire router to the factory standard.
Usually there is a pen/button somewhere that you can press for a few seconds.
You'll end up in the main menu

Then click on Wireless Settings.
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You can give your network a name that will appear in the list of available networks.
That's with SSID. It's safer not to give your own name but something else.
After you have given a name you can click on Apply. We choose Butterfly as SSID. Channel is by default
11.
Click on Apply. If your network connection turns out to be very slow, you can try another channel as well.
Click on security. Youcan choose WEP but that is relatively easy to hack
WPA is more secure.

Choose a key, minimum 8 and maximum 63 characters, and click on applyConnect
the WAN cable to the router and check if you can connect.
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Wifi repeaters, Power over Lan, Power over Ethernet (PoE)

€ 31.44 incl. VAT
How do you increase the range of your wifi network?
Your wifi modem or wifi router often does not have enough coverage to
provide your entire home with
wireless internet. Due to the low transmission power of an average
wifi transmitter and obstacles such as walls and ceilings, the wifi coverage is not always optimal.
A wifi repeater can be a solution in this case. But which wifi repeater is suitable for
your situation? Wifishop has several wifi repeaters for you in a row
Ruckus Metroflex 2211








Very high transmission
power
External antenna
capability
Professional wifi
amplifier
54 Mbps speed
Router functionality
Access point
functionality

Price € 169,-
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Netgear WN3000RP






300 Mbps speed
Average transmission power
Directly into the wall socket
Easy installation

Price: € 49,-

Wifi repeater applications
The above wifi repeaters can be used in the following situations:






Amplifying a wifi modem or wifi router
Share wireless internet with neighbours
Strengthening a KPN experia box
Several floors equipped with wifi
Wifi amplifier for iphone and ipad

Wifi repeater alternative
Sometimes a wifi repeater
is not enough to get a good signal in the house.
In this case it is best to use
a wifi access point with high transmission power.
This wifi transmitter can be connected to a modem or router and takes the wireless part.
on his behalf.
The best wifi transmitter with the highest transmitting power is the Engenius ECB300 access point.
115 euro

Engenius ECB300 high power access point 300 Mbps
The Engenius ECB300 is a high power access point with a transmission power of up to 800mW. This allows
you to easily cover your entire home or office with WiFi at a maximum speed of up to 300 Mbps.
Features Engenius ECB300








WiFi speed up to 300 Mbps thanks to Wireless-N
800mW (29dBm) transmit power at 11g
400mW (26dBm) transmit power at 11n
Support for VLAN and PoE
Includes 2 x detachable omni antenna ( RP-SMA )
Dutch version with helpdesk support
2 Year Warranty
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11n access pointThe
ECB300 is the midrange model from the strong indoor access point series by Engenius Senao. With
its
800mW transmitting power and MIMO technology, the access point has about twenty times the
power of your wireless router. Ideal for
increasing the wireless range in your home
or office.
300MbpsThe ECB300
is an 11n access point that can achieve wireless data rates of up to 300Mbit per second gross. Ideal
for fast
wireless transport of video and voice files.
SecurityThe
ECB300 can protect your wireless network using WEP 64/128Mbit and WPA/WPA2 (TKIP/AES)
encryption.


EZ Controller
This access point is suitable for Engenius "EZ Controller". This Network Management System
enables
pre-controllers to centrally configure, monitor and maintain (deploy, manage & maintain)
the wireless network.
Ideal for managing demanding wireless environments.
Mounting options
All Engenius indoor access points have two recesses for easy (wall) mounting, so the access points
can be mounted by anyone anywhere.



Power over Ethernet
If you are installing the access points wired (at a business premises or hotel, for example), you don't
have to worry about a power source, because all Engenius access points support Power over Ethernet
(PoE). Using an optional Power over Ethernet injector, the access point is supplied with the required
power via the network cable.
For this model, we recommend the Engenius PoE Injector EPE4818 or the Engenius PoE Injector
EPE5818.
Dutch model
We only sell the Dutch model with the official power adapter included and you can use
the Dutch helpdesk for installation help. This Dutch model also comes with a 2 year warranty.

Draytek Vigor 2130 Gigabit Router + Engenius ECB300 High Power Access Point

€ 234,- incl. VAT

This is a very powerful solution. A fast router suitable for speeds up to 800Mbps with a 100mW+ powerful
wireless-n access point for maximum wireless range with a powerful multimedia (wifi) environment.
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Phone and Coax cable connection. Only 2 wires.
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Internet

Because you use only two wires, you can also use your electricity network as an internet cable.
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Power Lan
A local network, surfing without cables in the house"
Is it always possible ?
Internet doesn't usually come into your house where your computer is, but you are reluctant to pull
new utp cabling into your children's desk, bedroom or any other place.
Multiple PCs in your home? Why not set up a small local network so you
can share
peripherals (e.g. a printer)
and your internet connection?
In many cases, laying the necessary network cabling is a difficult job, sometimes it is
simply impossible to do without major breakages.
A Wireless network is the obvious solution, as far as you can realize
the necessary coverage!
Sometimes this is also problematic. Is there another possibility?
Yes, networking via mains adapters allows you to get the network signal into your home in hard-to-reach
places.
Schematic representation of only possibilities

If you have more than one PC, the cable or ADSL modem is connected to a router which itself is connected
to a power outlet with a Powerlan adapter.
The network cards of your computers are also connected to a power outlet via a similar adapter.
So you are still surfing via the broadband provider network, but indoors your signal is transported over the
electricity cabling. This solution is not really new. Already 20 years ago, so-called Baby Phones were sold
that worked on the same principle: the transmitter in the baby's room is simply plugged into a socket, the
receiver into a socket in the living room, for example. Back then, users already knew: test
it first, because this system sometimes works, sometimes doesn't.
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After all, there are many homes with so-called "power current" or "three-phase current",
certainly those that have electric heating or electric auxiliary heating.
However, the principle of data transfer via the electricity grid only works well within the same phase.
How do you know which sockets are on which phase?
The answer is simple: you can't know that without special tools, so you have to try it out.
It is even difficult to know whether you have
a single-phase or three-phase installation.
Tip: take a look at the loss current switch in the distribution box. If that is a narrow model with 2 connection
cables, then you certainly only have one phase.
If you have a wide model with 4 connection cables, then you have 3 phases, and then, as mentioned above,
you have to guess.

Another tricky point for signal transmission through the mains is interference. Most electrical appliances
are nowadays disturbed, but a lot of disturbance signals come from the installation itself:
due to bad contacts (especially in older installations) or due to the frequent use of multiple sockets.
Can I use a Powerlan adapter in a power strip?
We strongly discourage this because the quality of the signal can then decrease significantly.
Try to plug the adapter directly into a wall socket as much as possible.
Powerlan undoubtedly has a lot of possibilities and satisfied users.
However, sometimes, due to the existing electrical installation, it is problematic !
What's PoE?
Power over Ethernet or PoE is a cost effective solution that allow both data and power to be provided over
an (or same) ethernet cable to an endpoint.
Why use PoE
There are a number of reasons why you would use PoE, but in most cases the overriding reason is cost and
easy of install.
For an example:
It can cost between $100 and $200 to run an ethernet cable to a wireless access point. But it can costs a
further $400 to run an electrical conduit to power that access point.
The other alternative is to install Power Sourcing Equipment (PSE) called Endspan Equipment into the
ethernet switch, or by adding Midspan Power Insertion Equipment after the ethernet switch.
This will combine the data and power at the source to be sent through the ethernet cable. The power from
the cable can then be extracted at the endpoint with a Powered Device (PD) to operate the access point.
This solution removes the need to run expensive electrical conduit and will cost considerably less than $400.
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What is the PoE Standard
Institute of Electrical Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.3af Task Force has ratified the technology into the
Ethernet standard. The IEEE 802.3af standard covers the interoperability of using PoE products and covers
the PSE - Endspan or Midspan, the Powered Device (PD) and the cabling requirements. It is endorsed by all
network players that power IP-connected devices, such as voice-over-IP (VoIP) phones, wireless LAN
(WLAN) access points (AP) and advanced security devices, over the existing Ethernet cabling
infrastructure.
How the power is put onto the Ethernet cable
Endspan:
The power can be added to the ethernet cable if the switch has a built-in power source in the form of PSE is
called Endspan Equipment, as shown below:

The POE Endspan method uses the Ethernet switch ports on power sourcing equipment, which have
embedded POE technology, to deliver power over the network.
With the Endspan solution, four wires deliver data and power over the network. Specifically, power is
carried over the live wire pairs that deliver data, as illustrated above - When using the same live wire pairs
that deliver data, different frequencies enable power and data signals to traverse the same pairs of wires.
Since data and power travel over different frequencies, the integrity of the data signals is not effected.
How do you connect Endspan?
All ports (of Endspan) has build IEEE802.3af PoE/PSE, is for the connecting with Powered Device (PD)
device.
How connect Endspan to existing Switch? - Connect straight-through twisted-pair cable (Cat. 5) from
existing Switch to the input (Data) port of, then connect the Output (Data+Power) port to the PD device,
such as Wireless AP, Another switch with PD functionâ€¦etc.
So, can one use Endspan as the only switch on network then to connect computers, PoE devices, Printers
and other device, yes, at least if its Intellinet Brand PoE EndSpan Switch units.
Midspan:
Alternatively the power can be added to the cable after the switch by using a PSE called Midspan
Equipment, as show below (most used/needed):
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The POE Midspan solution uses an intermediate device, usually a powered device, to inject power into the
network. The intermediate device is positioned between the switch and the powered device and delivers
power over the network using the spare pairs of wires. The intermediate device has multiple channels
(typically 6 to 24), and each of the channels has data input and a data plus power RJ-45 output connector
How do you connect Midspan? The lower row of RJ45 ports â€” Data (In) â€” on the front panel delivers
data to the Midspan from existing network devices.
The upper row of RJ45 ports â€” Power + Data (Out) â€” delivers data while also powering added devices
(up to 15.4 Watts per port).
Use standard Cat5 or better Ethernet cables for connections to PoE-supported IP cameras, wireless access
points, other switches, etc. NOTE: Powered devices should also comply with IEEE 802.3af.
PoE Injector below
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Under normal operation the PSE supplies a nominal d.c. voltage of 48V, this is limited to a maximum of
15.4 Watts (at present time).
How to connect PoE injector?
Power over Ethernet Injector allows you to connect your IEEE 802.3af-compliant products to a non-PoE
LAN switch port. The injector can be used to connect a wireless access point, IP phone, network camera or
any IEEE 802.3af powered device (PD) to a switch.
No need to run AC power lines for your wireless access point, network camera or IP phone. Simply connect
the PoE Injector to the LAN switch port, and use the existing Cat5 cabling to deliver DC power as well as
transfer data.
Endspan VS Midspan
Why PoE enabled Endspan Switches?:


There are no existing Ethernet Switches in place, or older Ethernet switches in place, buying new
Ethernet Switches anyway.



PoE required for End devices is all one type (generally IEEE 802.3af or legacy Cisco CDP style) and
the installation has a large Port count.



Limited space in 19" racks to mount Midspan units (more of an issue in large scale implementations)
where IP nodes are in the high hundreds or thousands.



Budget available to spend more on powered Switch PoE implementations.



Does not like or want the extra patch cords involved with connecting an Ethernet Switch to a
Midspan PoE Switch.



Midspan and Switch (viewed) together as two separate potential points of failure.



Have been subjected to pressure from Ethernet Switch Manufacturer to not induce any other
Network products into the network.



Corporate mandate for all Network devices to have an IP address.



Consultant or Systems Integrator has specified Endspan technology.



Do not need full power (15.4 watts) per Port, application OK with limited power per Port. Most
Endspan PoE units develop only 200 watts total per 24 Ports or an average 8.3 watts per Port. This
will work for powering most IP Phones but is not enough power for many other Network devices.



End User views this as "easy way" to implement PoE, somehow requiring less work than an
installation using Midspan Hubs.

Why Midspan PoE Switchs or Injectors?:


Have new or newer existing Ethernet switches in place (already), buying new Ethernet Switches just
to get the PoE function would be a waste of resources.



PoE required for the End devices is of mixed types because of different requirements for different
brands and models of powered End devices.



No limitation on rack space to mount the actual Midspan PoE hubs.
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Lower Budget, overall dollars spent are far less with Midspan PoE implementation compared to
purchase of powered Switches.



Is fine with patch cord connectivity between Switch and Midspan Hub.



Consultant or Systems Integrator has specified Midspan technology.



View PoE enabled Switch as a single point of failure and want to separate the two functions so that
repair-ability is maintained should one function or the other experience failure.



Not subject to pressure from Switch Manufacturer against introduction of other products into the
Network.



Viewed as "easy way" to implement PoE, requiring less work than implementing new Switches with
all of their programming and set-up.

How the power is extracted from the cable
To extract power from the cable the connected device must be PoE enabled.
How does the PSE know that the connected device must be PoE enabled
Before the PSE supplies power, it has to verify that the device connected is a Powered Device (PD). It does
this by checking that the PD has a conforming signature. All Intellinet PD modules have a built-in signature
chip that does that automatically.
Only upon successful completion of a valid signature will the PSE apply power to the cable. This ensures
that non Powered Devices are not damaged by the PSE, thus making the system backwards compatible.
What is Power Class
This is optional within the IEEE 802.3af specification, that can be used by the PSE to manage the overall
power requirements of the system. Below is a table that shows the various power classes detailed within
IEEE 802.3af.
Class
Usage
Max Power
0

Default

15.4W

1

Optional

4.0W

2

Optional

7.0W

3

Optional

15.4W

4
Reserved for future use
Treat as CLASS 0
What is Power over LAN
Power over LAN or PoL is (bassically) another term used for Power over Ethernet or PoE.
Example below of another mid-span
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More yet to consider
Businesses invest huge amounts of funds in their existing IP infrastructure, which includes high speed
switching, security capabilities and guaranteed QoS features that are critical to VoIP implementation.
As deployment of IP telephony systems become more widespread, businesses also need consider
methods of delivering power to their IP phones.
The approval of the IEEE 802.3af Power over Ethernet (PoE) standard effectively removed a significant
barrier to the widespread adoption of IP telephony, in that it greatly reduced the challenge of providing
power to VoIP devices. 803.2af enables electric power to be delivered along the same cables that transport
Ethernet data, allowing PoE-enabled switches and Midspans to deliver power over standard Ethernet cabling
to IP phones, Access Points, Routers, Switches and more.
PoE's advantage over the other protocols is the ubiquity of Ethernet, which encourages the development of
products to support the standardâ€”not only in the Enterprise market where it was born, but also in a
broadening range of applications in industrial environments.
Increasingly, in new industrial system implementations and in system upgrades, the benefits of an allEthernet network are winning over specialized local networks and winning bids/projects.
Ethernet data transmission requires two of the four twisted pairs (most often) that are available in a standard
CAT5 Ethernet cable. The CAT5 cable is the most widely used Ethernet connectivity medium on the
market.
PoE also utilizes two twisted pairs, and the IEEE 802.3af standard allows either the unused pair or the data
pair for power transmission.
A midspan power source injects power into the cables in current enterprise Ethernet deployments. The MPS
(mid-span) sits between the central switch and the target PDs. In the PDs, a picker or splitter extracts the
power current from the wires in the cable, while allowing the data signal to proceed as normal.
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Template website customize new student.
Save any existing website in a folder.
You're needed:
Website editors wysiwyg (what you see is what you get)
Frontpage
Web 4.0
Kompozer
Upload your site with Filezilla or Ipswitch
Filezilla is for deleting folders or the entire site from the server
Uploading can also, but gives the risk that your CSS does not look good.
Then your site looks good on your computer, but not online
Ipswitch works well with uploading, but it is difficult to remove folders from the server.
But Ipswitch doesn't whine about new versions like Filezilla all the time.
Kompozer is only meant to keep track of your progress (colouring in) of the curriculum if it's not that easy
in Web 4.
No need to install it. Put the Kompozer folder on your computer or laptop, and you create a shortcut from
the startfile to your desktop.

Click on Kompozer
Go to file, open file, and navigate to that site and then to curricullum/progress_curriculum
Select the field you want to color in.

Then click on that pencil/brush to the left of A and choose the right colour
Save that file and upload it to the server.
Unwanted different text formats on 1 page.
Crtl + a selects everything
Fill in robotic font and set the font size to 18.
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They are 2 websites in 1
Basis controls the info webpages and css to js the index page
Adjust the colors of the index page. From NL and ENG.
First determine the main color you want to keepSearch for the number of the desired color
Go to the folder css under comptia.
Open the style.cssUse
The search/find function for the current main colour #DB7093
Replace it all for the new colour number.
In both that NL and that ENG index.
This can also be done in one go by entering that number, and then at replace you put the desired color
number
Don't forget to change the title of the index page with your own name.
In the part where the index is located is also the page mail
Change in html the info mail address.
< p>< a href="mailto:info@yourname-it ">info@yourname-it</a></p>
A Linkedin address can also
Edit to what you choose you have to change the 2 index pages at the bottom of the contact page.
Adjust the text in the About me page
Change to robots.txt the url with notepad.
If you got a competency list, put it in the folder competency list_a_t_m_e
Pictures have to be made of/for it:
Disassembling and reassembling 1-Computer
2-All the thin clients do it with 3 screens
3-Network cable making
4-Server with all screens on.
Create a favicon with the extension jpg
Or use existing favicon
The place is located where the index is.
Put that favicon, also in that basis(basic) folder.
Go to basic/assets/images
Change the extension jpg to favicon.ico
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Basic CSS
That controls all the info pages.
Base/assets/css/orbit-1.css
You can change the color of that vertical barIt
looks nice if you match the main color of the custom index page with the color of that bar.
On lines 45 and 56
Use the same CSS color for all 2. The dark/light effect (shadow) is controlled by the CSS.

In that base folder there is an image with profile.png
This is the logo with the name at the top of the dark area of that vertical bar.
That will be a bit of a juggle with IrfanView, Excel and Wordart.
That logo shouldn't be much bigger or smaller than 130 x 130 pixels.
You can put your own image there, if you throw away the old profile.png and give the new one the same
name.
You will notice that Web 4 has some advantages, but keeping Frontpage next to it is recommended.

The drawback of web 4 are the trema's and the like
É á ó you
Then you get to see online black rhombuses with a question mark in them
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Here's how you solve that. Select that letter or character in the text.
Here it is the é
Then you click on code and then you see that it is marked green

Stand behind that letter, comma or other strange sign and take that away.
Then you type &
And in the list you get, you can click on the right sign.

It is another typical example of a programmer who thinks no further.
He has put the character designations in alphabetical order in the second column. But it would have been
more convenient if the alphabetical order in the first column had been kept
Add new webpage.
Create a folder
Then you copy that basic.html page from the base to that directory.
You add content and then save it as...
Do you want to adapt an old site with a 1990 look to that new style?
Take a look at the title and check the page for strange characters with black checks. You can do
that by clicking with explorer on that page of the website and open it in a browser. Keep in mind that your
cache is full. And if you've changed something, but you don't see any results, clear that cache, or use a
different browser.
Modify photos
Under the folder hard disk clone is the img folder
Paste the photo in the one you want to use for the index
Remove the existing intro-bg.jpg and rename the new photo as intro-bg.jpg.
Go to portfolio and delete 05-small.jpg and place a photo of yourself there and rename it
in 05-small.jpg
This photo should be 500 x 333 pixels. Use http://www.resizer.nl/ to get the correct size.
The photo should be a bit larger than 500 x 333 before you upload it, but in the correct ratio of height and
width
Below you see the sizes of the photos. of that portfolio
Check that also in that index html. At NL and ENG.
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Numbers report
If you have received a certificate with a personalized numbers list, put it in the Competency lists folder_pdf.
Sitemaps
You also need a sitemap called sitemap.html and sitemap.xml.
www.xml-sitemaps.com
When it's ready, scroll down to download the zip fie.
You have to put the html and xml in the area where your index is also located
Broken link Checker
https://www.brokenlinkcheck.com/broken-links.php#status
2 possible broken links have to do with Exchange.
A reference to D:\exchange and OWA
which has to do with the installation of Exchange.
It's meant as text but broken link checker see that as a link.
OWA is the admin of exchange. An internal link.

If you have more than those 2 broken links then you need to fix that, and if it's all right create a new sitemap
and upload it, but only if you don't have any broken links left except for those 2.
Check that html sitemap. It contains all the page titles of the pages.
Change those page titles if necessary to get more clarity about the content and that checker sometimes has a
nasty feature.
Even if you have changed and uploaded a page, it will still mark that page as an error
when you check it a second or thirdtime. It probably gets stuck in the cache of that server.
You should try again the next day.
Especially check the folder Windows-10 for comparison with your website and what's online.
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That often explains why you miss 37 links on your sitemap
Your website will indicate Windows with a capital letter and on your site it may be written with a lowercase
letter.
Is has to be a capital W
Does that in web 4 because then the links will be adjusted
Then create a new sitemap. You must have something like 128 pages.
SEO
Check your website
https://www.websiteseocheck.nl/
Mobile devices
Tap targets are small means that the lower button should be a bit larger.
Pagespeed always indicates an error because blocks as a team have disappeared from the index and the css
hasn't been adjusted. You can check the loading speed of your site here.
Choose London or Frankfurt
https://tools.pingdom.com/
Is your site responsive?
https://happit.be/nl/webdesign/ben-je-responsive
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Helen. CSS https://helen-it.nl/
The text of:
About me, my education, and the main text in the header, you can give a
different color in the index page itself.
body, html {
font-family: 'Roboto', sans-serif;
text-rendering: optimizeLegibility !important;
-webkit-font-smoothing: antialiased !important;
color: #777; Colour text blocks under:

the training and how does it work

with other parts, my curriculum, etc.
font-weight: 300;
width: 100% !important;
height: 100% !important;
}
h2 {
margin: 0 0 20px 0;
font-weight: 500;
font-size: 34px; Text

Height: My IT training IT skills, Portfolio, Contact
Color text

color: #333;
text-transform: uppercase;
}
h3 {

Row 26
font-size: 22px; The training,
font-weight: 500;
color: #333; Color text. Also

How it works tekst mainrow
bij other items

}
h4 {
font-size: 24px;
text-transform: uppercase;
font-weight: 400;
color: #333;
}
h5 {

Row 29
text-transform: uppercase;
font-weight: 700;
line-height: 20px;
}
p {

Row 34
font-size: 17px; Height
}
p.intro {
margin: 12px 0 0;
line-height: 24px;
}
a {

text: Curriculum, Competencies,Thin clients

Row 42
color: #333;
font-weight: 400;
}
a:hover, a:focus {
text-decoration: none;
color: #222;
}
ul, ol {
list-style: none;
}
.clearfix:after {
visibility: hidden;
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display: block;
font-size: 0;
content: " ";
clear: both;
height: 0;
}
.clearfix {
display: inline-block;
}
* html .clearfix {
height: 1%;
}
.clearfix {
display: block;
}
ul, ol {
padding: 0;
webkit-padding: 0;
moz-padding: 0;
}
hr {

Row 78
height: 4px;
width: 70px;
text-align: center;
position: relative;
background: #a7c44c;

Color dashes underneath: My IT training, IT skills,

Portfolio, Contact
margin: 0 auto;
margin-bottom: 20px;
border: 0;
}
.btn:active, .btn.active {
background-image: none;
outline: 0;
-webkit-box-shadow: none;
box-shadow: none;
}
a:focus, .btn:focus, .btn:active:focus, .btn.active:focus, .btn.focus, .btn:active.focus,
.btn.active.focus {
outline: none;
outline-offset: none;
}
/* Navigation */
#menu {
padding: 20px;
transition: all 0.8s;
}
#menu.navbar-default {
background-color: rgba(248, 248, 248, 0); Background over top menu, Abouth me

etc.
border-color: rgba(231, 231, 231, 0); Height line between
}
#menu a.navbar-brand {
font-size: 22px; Height letter menu (left): About me
color: #eee;
font-weight: 400;
text-transform: uppercase;
letter-spacing: 1px;
}

menu and header

Row 111
#menu.navbar-default .navbar-nav > li > a {
text-transform: uppercase;
color: #a7c44c; Colors letters other
font-weight: 400;
font-size: 15px; Heighy letters menu
padding: 5px 0;
border: 2px solid transparent;
letter-spacing: 0.5px;
margin: 10px 15px 0 15px;

menu above
(right)
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}
#menu.navbar-default .navbar-nav > li > a:hover {
color: #eee;
}
.on {
background-color: #363636 !important; Menu color

letters changes when scrolling

down

padding: 0 !important;
padding: 10px 0 !important;
}
.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .active > a, .navbar-default .navbar-nav > .active > a:hover,
.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .active > a:focus {
color: #eee !important;
background-color: transparent; Menu color letters changes when scrolling down
}
.navbar-toggle {
border-radius: 0;
}

Row 134
.navbar-default .navbar-toggle:hover, .navbar-default .navbar-toggle:focus {
background-color: #a7c44c;
border-color: #a7c44c;
}
.navbar-default .navbar-toggle:hover>.icon-bar {
background-color: #FFF;
}
.section-title {
margin-bottom: 70px;
}

Row 145
.section-title p {
font-size: 18px;

Hieght letter: Lifelong learning and some parts of the

curriculum
}

Row 151
.btn-custom {
text-transform: uppercase;
color: #fff; Color button
text-shadow: 0 0 3px #859c3c;

in header
Shadow button

background-color: #a7c44c; Color
border: 0;
padding: 14px 20px;
margin: 0;
font-size: 17px;
border-radius: 12px 0 12px 0;
margin-top: 20px;
transition: all 0.5s;

button

}
.btn-custom:hover, .btn-custom:focus, .btn-custom.focus, .btn-custom:active, .btn-custom.active
{
color: rgba(255,255,255,0.8);
background-color: #94ae44;
}
/* Header Section */
.intro {
display: table;
width: 100%;
padding: 0;
background: url(../img/intro-bg.jpg) no-repeat center bottom;
background-color: #e5e5e5;
-webkit-background-size: cover;
-moz-background-size: cover;
background-size: cover;
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-o-background-size: cover;
}
.intro .overlay {
background: rgba(0,0,0,0.40);
}
.intro h1 {
color: #fff;
font-size: 68px;
font-weight: 400;
margin-top: 0;
margin-bottom: 10px;
letter-spacing: -1px;
}

Row 188
.intro span {
color: #a7c44c; Color dash header - my progress in IT
.intro p {
color: #fff;
font-size: 24px; Height letter 2nd main line in Header:

After this

extensive basic training
font-weight: 300;
margin-top: 10px;
margin-bottom: 40px;
}
header .intro-text {
padding-top: 300px; Space between menu en first mainline header (Helen)
padding-bottom: 200px;
text-align: center;
}
/* About Section */
#about {
padding: 120px 0;
background: #f6f6f6; Backgroundcoor Section: My IT training
}
#about h3 {
font-size: 20px;
text-transform: uppercase;
}
#about .about-text {
margin-left: 10px;
margin-top: 20px;
}
Regel 219
#about img {
display: inline-block;
border-radius: 100px 0 100px 0;
box-shadow: -15px 0 #a7c44c; Colour frame left at picture my IT training
}
#about p {
line-height: 24px;
margin: 15px 0 30px;
}
/* Services Section */
#services {
padding: 120px 0;
background: #f6f6f6; Color background: My IT skills section
}
#services .service {
padding-left: 40px;
}

Row 235
#services img {
width: 300px;
border-radius: 75px 0 75px 0;
box-shadow: 15px 0 #a7c44c; Colour

frames left images at

My curriculum,

competencies, thin clients
}
#services h3 {
padding: 10px 0;
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text-transform: uppercase;
}
/* Portfolio Section */
#portfolio {
padding: 120px 0;
background: #f6f6f6; Background
}
.categories {
padding-bottom: 40px;
text-align: center;
}
ul.cat li {
display: inline-block;
}
ol.type li {
display: inline-block;
margin-left: 20px;
}

Portfolio

Row 258
ol.type li a {
color: #a7c44c; Colour letters
font-weight:
400;
font-weight: 400;
font-size: 15px;
padding: 10px 20px;
border: 2px solid #a7c44c; Color

at: Practice, Depth and Professionalism

line around Practice, Depth and

Professionalism
border-radius: 10px 0 10px 0;
text-transform: uppercase;
letter-spacing: 0.5px;
}
ol.type li a.active {
background: #a7c44c;
color: #fff;
}

Color button Ovetview

Row 272
ol.type li a:hover {
background: #a7c44c; Color button Practice, Depth
color: #fff;
}
.isotope-item {
z-index: 2
}
.isotope-hidden.isotope-item {
z-index: 1
}
.isotope, .isotope .isotope-item {
/* change duration value to whatever you like */
-webkit-transition-duration: 0.8s;
-moz-transition-duration: 0.8s;
transition-duration: 0.8s;
}
.isotope-item {
margin-right: -1px;
-webkit-backface-visibility: hidden;
backface-visibility: hidden;
}
.isotope {
-webkit-backface-visibility: hidden;
backface-visibility: hidden;
-webkit-transition-property: height, width;
-moz-transition-property: height, width;
transition-property: height, width;
}
.isotope .isotope-item {
-webkit-backface-visibility: hidden;
backface-visibility: hidden;
-webkit-transition-property: -webkit-transform, opacity;
-moz-transition-property: -moz-transform, opacity;
transition-property: transform, opacity;

and Professionalism
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}
.portfolio-item {
margin: 15px 0;
}
.portfolio-item .hover-bg {
overflow: hidden;
position: relative;
}
.portfolio-item img {
border-radius: 0 50px 0 50px;
}
.hover-bg .hover-text {
position: absolute;
text-align: center;
margin: 0 auto;
color: #333;
background: rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.75); Color fading over portfolio
padding: 30% 0 0 0;
height: 100%;
width: 100%;
opacity: 0;
transition: all 0.5s;
border-radius: 0 50px 0 50px;
}
.hover-bg .hover-text>h4 {
opacity: 0;
color: #333; Color tekst fading portfolio parts
-webkit-transform: translateY(100%);
transform: translateY(100%);
transition: all 0.3s;
font-size: 18px;
font-weight: 400;
}
.hover-bg:hover .hover-text>h4 {
opacity: 1;
-webkit-backface-visibility: hidden;
-webkit-transform: translateY(0);
transform: translateY(0);
}
.hover-bg:hover .hover-text {
opacity: 1;
}
/* Team Section */
#team {
color: #fff;
background: #a7c44c url(../img/team-bg.jpg) center top no-repeat;
background-size: cover;
}
#team .overlay {
padding: 120px 0;
background: rgba(167, 196, 76, 0.9);
}
#team h2, #team p {
color: #fff;
}
#team hr {
background: #fff;
}
#team h3 {
color: #fff;
font-weight: 500;
font-size: 20px;
margin: 5px 0;
}
#team .team-img {
width: 200px;
height: 200px;
border-radius: 50px 0 50px 0;
box-shadow: 15px 0 #96b044;
}
#team .thumbnail {
background: transparent;
border: 0;
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}
#team .thumbnail .caption {
padding-top: 10px;
}
#team .thumbnail .caption p {
color: #fff;
}
/* Contact Section */
#contact {
padding: 120px 0 60px 0;
background: #F6F6F6; Background Contact
}
#contact form {
padding: 30px 0;
}
#contact h3 {
text-transform: uppercase;
font-size: 20px;
font-weight: 400;
color: #555;
}
#contact .text-danger {
color: #cc0033;
text-align: left;
}
label {
font-size: 12px;
font-weight: 400;
font-family: 'Open Sans', sans-serif;
float: left;
}
#contact .form-control {
display: block;
width: 100%;
padding: 6px 12px;
font-size: 16px;
line-height: 1.42857143;
color: #444;
background-color: #fff;
background-image: none;
border: 1px solid #ddd;
border-radius: 0;
-webkit-box-shadow: none;
box-shadow: none;
-webkit-transition: none;
-o-transition: none;
transition: none;
}
#contact .form-control:focus {
border-color: #999;
outline: 0;
-webkit-box-shadow: transparent;
box-shadow: transparent;
}
.form-control::-webkit-input-placeholder {
color: #777;
}
.form-control:-moz-placeholder {
color: #777;
}
.form-control::-moz-placeholder {
color: #777;
}
.form-control:-ms-input-placeholder {
color: #777;
}
#contact .contact-item {
margin: 20px 0 40px 0;
}
#contact .contact-item span {
font-weight: 400;
color: #aaa;
text-transform: uppercase;
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margin-bottom: 6px;
display: inline-block;
}
#contact .contact-item p {
font-size: 16px;
}
/* Footer Section*/
#footer {
background: #333;
padding: 50px 0 20px 0;
}
#footer .social {
margin-bottom: 50px;
}
#footer .social ul li {
display: inline-block;
margin: 0 20px;
}
#footer .social i.fa {
font-size: 26px;
padding: 4px;
color: #a7c44c;
transition: all 0.3s;
}
#footer .social i.fa:hover {
color: #eee;
}
#footer p {
font-size: 15px;
}
#footer a {
color: #999;
}
#footer a:hover {
color: #a7c44c;
}
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And about copyright
We paid for it
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